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Ithaka
As you set out for Ithaka
hope the voyage is a long one,
full of adventure, full of discovery.
Laistrygonians and Cyclops,
angry Poseidon do not be afraid of them:
you’ll never find things like that on your way
as long as you keep your thoughts raised high,
as long as a rare excitement
stirs your spirit and your body.
Laistrygonians and Cyclops,
wild Poseidon you won’t encounter them
unless you bring them along inside your soul,
unless your soul sets them up in front of you.
Hope the voyage is a long one.
May there be many a summer morning when,
with what pleasure, what joy,
you come into harbors seen for the first time;
may you stop at Phoenician trading stations
to buy fine things,
mother of pearl and coral, amber and ebony,
sensual perfume of every kind
as many sensual perfumes as you can;
and may you visit many Egyptian cities
to gather stores of knowledge from their scholars.
Keep Ithaka always in your mind.
Arriving there is what you are destined for.
But do not hurry the journey at all.
Better if it lasts for years,
so you are old by the time you reach the island,
ealthy with all you have gained on the way,
not expecting Ithaka to make you rich.
Ithaka gave you the marvelous journey.
Without her you would not have set out.
She has nothing left to give you now.
And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience,
you will have understood by then what these Ithakas mean.
Konstantı́nos Kaváfis

To my parents, sisters and to all those
who have offered me their support in this long trip.
A mis padres, hermanas y todos
los que me apoyaron en este largo viaje.
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Information Sources Selection Methodology for Recommender Systems
Based on Intrinsic Characteristics and Trust Measure

Abstract

The work developed in this thesis presents an in-depth study and provides innovative solutions in the field of recommender systems. The methods used by these
systems to carry out recommendations, such as Content-Based Filtering (CBF), Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Knowledge-Based Filtering, require information from
users to predict preferences for certain products. This may be demographic information (genre, age and address), evaluations given to certain products in the past or
information about their interests. There are two ways of obtaining this information:
users offer it explicitly or the system can retrieve the implicit information available
in the purchase and search history. For example, the movie recommender system
MovieLens (http://movielens.umn.edu/login) asks users to rate at least 15 movies
on a scale of ? to ? ? ? ? ?(awful, ... , must be seen). The system generates recommendations based on these evaluations. When users are not registered into the site
and it has no information about them, recommender systems make recommendations according to the site search history. Amazon.com (http://www.amazon.com)
make recommendations according to the site search history or recommend the best
selling products. Nevertheless, these systems suffer from a certain lack of information [Adomavicius, 2005]. This problem is generally solved with the acquisition of
additional information; users are asked about their interests or that information is
searched for in additional available sources.
The solution proposed in this thesis is to look for that information in various
sources, specifically those that contain implicit information about user preferences.
These sources can be structured like databases with purchasing information or they
can be unstructured sources like review pages where users write their experiences
and opinions about a product they buy or possess.
We have found three fundamental problems to achieve this objective:
1. The identification of sources with suitable information for recommender systems.
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2. The definition of criteria that allows the comparison and selection of the most
suitable sources.
3. Retrieving the information from unstructured sources.
In this sense, the proposed thesis has developed:
• A methodology that allows the identification and selection of the most suitable
sources. Criteria based on the characteristics of sources and a trust measure
have been used to solve the problem of identifying and selecting sources.
• A mechanism to retrieve unstructured information from users available on
the Web. Text mining techniques and ontologies have been used to extract
information and structure it appropriately for use by the recommenders.
The contributions of the work developed in this doctoral thesis are:
1. Definition of a set of characteristics to classify relevant sources of information
for recommender systems.
2. Development of a measure of relevance of sources according to characteristics
defined in previous point.
3. Application of a trust measure to obtain the most reliable sources. Confidence
is measured from the perspective of improving the recommendation; a reliable
source is one that leads to improved recommendations.
4. Development of an algorithm to select, from a set of possible sources, the most
relevant and reliable ones according to measures defined in previous points.
5. Definition of an ontology to structure information about user preferences that
are available on the Internet.
6. The creation of a mapping process that automatically extracts information
about user preferences available on the web and put in the ontology.
These contributions allow us the achievement of two important objectives:
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• Improving recommendations using alternative sources of information that are
relevant and trustworthy.
• Obtaining implicit information about user available on the Internet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, Motivation and
Objectives
The search for, analysis and manipulation of information from various sources to
solve problems resulting from a lack of information in recommender systems constitutes the main objective of this thesis. This chapter presents the motivation and
objectives behind this research. The organization of this document is presented at
the end of the chapter.

1.1

Motivation

Every day we receive suggestions and recommendations about places to go, movies
to see, products to buy, etc. Recommendations have become important fixtures of
our lives, and when we do not get them we ask our friends and other people whose
tastes we share for them. In the digital world there are systems that automatically
emulate these recommendations or suggestions, sometimes without our realizing it.
It no longer surprises us to enter a website like Amazon.com (www.amazon.com)
and find or see before anything else the products or types of products we wanted.
Even without being registered users of the system we see a sentence that says, ”The
best selling books are: The Alchemist, Mutant Message Down Under ”. When we
enter the website of the New York Times (www.nytimes.com) we see the news that
interests us most. It is proven that recommendations help increase e-commerce sales
[Schafer et al., 1999] and influence decisions made by users when they buy a product
1
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[Schafer et al., 1999] [Wietsma and Ricci, 2005] [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006].
Users are overwhelmed with information about innumerable products, but recommender systems solve this problem providing them with the information and
products that are most relevant to them. Recommender systems are computer programmes that, given some information about the user’s profile, attempt to predict
items that a user may be interested in [wikipedia.org, 2007].
There are application domains that involve the manipulation of information from
various sources. For example, in the field of tourism recommendations can indicate
cities to travel, places to visit, attractions to see, cultural events to attend, travel
routes, hotels to stay in, tourism books and guides to take, typical local products
to buy, etc. Manipulating this information is not a trivial task for recommender
systems [Stabb et al., 2002]. With this great volume of options, these systems need
help to manage all the available information about products or services and users
and their preferences to be able to make the recommendations. This information can
be found in structured sources like databases or in unstructured sources like Web
pages where users introduce information about their experiences with the products.
Many researchers have extensively studied methods to filter the information
or products according to user preferences such as Content-based Filtering, Collaborative Filtering, Knowledge-based Filtering or using various filtering methods
together [Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997] [Abbattista et al., 2002] [Xu et al., 2005]
[Burke, 2002] [Herlocker et al., 2000]. All of these methods require a minimum
amount of information from users to be able to predict their preferences. Without enough information recommendations are ineffective [Adomavicius, 2005]. This
problem is more serious when it concerns the first recommendation made to a user:
if the first recommendations satisfy users, it is very probable that they will come
back to interact with the system [Nguyen and Ricci, 2004].
Our proposal is to create a methodology that obtains user information found
implicitly in various sources. This proposal analyses purchase databases (structured
sources) and review pages with user opinions of products (unstructured sources).
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1.2

3

Objectives

The main objective of this thesis consists of improving recommendation effectiveness. An effective recommendation is one made to a user who is satisfied with the
recommendation and motivated to buy the product in the future. The effectiveness
of recommendations depends on the information available for filtering methods to
predict if a product will please a user or not. In order that this objective can be
achieved more specific objectives have been defined:
a) Define a methodology to select the best structured source of information for
recommender systems. Criteria that allow sources to be qualified or evaluated
to obtain the most relevant and trustworthy must be defined.
b) Propose a mechanism to retrieve information about user preferences available
on the Internet.

1.3

Organization of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents a review of existing publications and work related with recommender systems. A study has been carried out to analyse methods employed to make
recommendations and, when implementing these methods, the problems stemming
from any lack of information and solutions to these problems.
Measures that provide information about the relevance and reliability of a source
have been defined and used in a methodology to select structured sources with
suitable information for recommenders. Two case studies have been carried out
to show the utility of the methodology with respect to the improved results of the
recommendations made. The methodology and case studies are presented in Chapter
3.
Review websites can be powerful sources of information about user preferences.
On these sites consumers post information about their experience with products,
their tastes or their interests. A mechanism to acquire this information and structure it in an appropriate way to be used by recommender systems is presented in
Chapter 4. This mechanism of information retrieval is especially useful for making
recommendations to new users of the system.

4

Chapter 1. Introduction

Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the thesis, including a list of publications and conference contributions. Lines of future research stemming from results
obtained in this research work are also discussed.

Chapter 2
State of the art
This chapter presents a general review of recommender system literature regarding
problems stemming from insufficiency of user information and also explains various
solutions proposed to solve this problem.

2.1

Recommender systems

Users of e-commerce sites are overwhelmed with the vast amount of information
and products they are offered. Equipping e-commerce sites with personalisation
tools means adapting these sites to the characteristics and preferences of each
user [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000] [Billsus et al., 2002] [Boll, 2002] [Wu et al., 2003].
When users have been recognised, the content and presentation of the products
is decided according to their preferences. Personalisation increases the
usability of these sites by making
the interactions easier and faster and
increasing
their
reliability [Kibum et al., 2002] [Tam and Ho, 2003] [Babaguchi et al., 2003]
[Evans et al., 2006] [Cosley et al., 2003]. Haul [Haübl and Trifts, 2000] show that
interactive decision tools designed to assist users in a purchased decision may have
highly desirable properties over it. Recommender systems are
tools that make
personalised recommendations to
users or groups of users in e-commerce sites
[Ansari et al., 2000] [Marlin, 2003]. A recommender system is a tool that receives as
input information about users and based on this information recommends products
that would please users most [Billsus and Pazzani, 1998] [Schafer et al., 1999] (See
Figure 2.1).
5
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Figure 2.1: Input and outputs in a recommender system

This process involves three types of basic actions that must be taken:
• Obtaining information from users about their preferences and interests.
• Filtering the information or products that are most relevant for the users
according to their preferences.
• Integrating information from various databases; for example, recommendations in tourism involve packaging products from different domains.

2.1.1

Obtaining information about users

There are two types of information about users in a recommender system: Explicit
Information and Implicit Information. Many recommender systems use the evaluations users have made of certain products, collected after asking users to rate products using a scale [Yang et al., 2004] [Wietsma and Ricci, 2005] [MovieLens, 2006].
The users introduce their preferences explicitly [Towle and Quinn, 2000]. This way
of collecting information requires a certain effort on the part of the users, for example, spending time entering their preferences [Clerkin et al., 2002] and it has
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been proven that they do not necessarily provide reliable estimations of user preferences [Farzan and Brusilovsky, 2006]. Another source of information contains preferences that users have implicitly entered into the system. The users are not aware
of how the recommender functions; the system monitors their behaviour and automatically infers the preferences [Oard and Kim, 1998] [Shahabi and Chen, 2003]
[Middleton et al., 2002] [Middleton et al., 2004] [Farzan and Brusilovsky, 2006].
This can be done analysing the URLs they have accessed [Cho et al., 2002]
[Zaýane et al., 2003] or analysing the purchases they have made. Amazon
[Amazon, 2006] applies these two techniques to make recommendations.
Many people prefer to express their opinions freely about products, introducing text onto web pages, as they would do in a conversation with a friend about
their experience with a product. The digital world offers various popular ways for
user to exchange such information [Dellarocas, 2003] [Curien et al., 2006], such as
product discussion forums and sites, blog communities, etc. There is growing evidence that these sources inform about and influence customer purchase decisions
[Senecal and Nantel, 2004] [Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2003]. This type of information
is difficult to collect and the problem remains unresolved. Part of its complexity
stems form extracting information from the text and converting it in such a way
that it can be used by recommender systems.
Independently of the method used to acquire user evaluations of products (explicit or implicit), recommender systems need a sufficient amount of information
to make more precise recommendations [Calypool et al., 2001]. A chronic lack of
information [Adomavicius, 2005] is one of the key problems in these systems and
insufficient information is a problem in the two situations mentioned below.
• Sparsity of evaluations. This problem arises when the number of evaluations obtained is very small compared to the quantity needed to make the
predictions for the recommendations [Adomavicius, 2005]. Bad recommendations can be caused by problems related to the density of user evaluations
[Carenini et al., 2003].
• Cold start, or lack of initial information. This problem can be caused by three
situations: when a new user who has not yet evaluated any products enters the
system, when the system wants to recommend a new product that has not yet
been evaluated by any users or when a new recommender system that has not

8
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Figure 2.2: Interface used by Amazon to collect user’s preferences

yet obtained any user evaluations of products is initiated [Schein et al., 2002].

Solutions to the lack of information problem
Several ways of solving the information scarsity problem behind the poor functioning of the recommenders can be found in the literature. If users are satisfied,
especially after the first recommendation is made, it is very likely they will return
to interact with the system again [Nguyen and Ricci, 2004]. The traditional way of
acquiring these evaluations is through explicit input provided by users in graphic
interfaces. Recommenders using this method include Entree [Burke, 2000], NutKing [Ricci et al., 2002], Amazon [Amazon, 2006] and Movielens [MovieLens, 2006].
Figure 2.2 shows the interface used by Amazon for users to enter their interests
explicitly.
In [Nguyen and Ricci, 2004] the initial interests of users are an aggregation of historical and current information. This information is obtained from various sources,
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such as:
• Information from the context, specifically the location and time of access to
the system.
• Information about the preferences that users provide explicitly to the system.
• Information about the behaviour of similar users.
The first two provide current information while the last one offers information
obtained from the past behaviour of similar users. Using these three sources of
information, initial user preferences for air routes are obtained by the recommender
system.
In [Carenini et al., 2003] situations are identified in which users are motivated
to ”converse” with the system. The objective is to obtain more explicit evaluations
and minimise the number of questions posed to users and the time and effort they
dedicate to this task. People are motivated to provide information if they perceive
that it contributes to obtaining their objectives or those of their friends, if it contributes to solving an error that they discovered and if it helps other people from
whom they could obtain things in the future.
In [Rashid et al., 2002] five ways of solving the problem of too little information
from users to recommend a product are proposed:
1. Recommend products chosen randomly with uniform probability from the set
of products available.
2. Recommend the products that are most popular in the user community. When
there is no initial user information, present them the product that other users
have evaluated most.
3. Use entropy to measure the diversity of the product evaluations. A product
that has been given a variety of evaluations will provide more information
than a product evaluated by all with statements like ”I like it” or ”I don’t like
it”. Using this measurement the products are presented in descending order
of entropy.

10
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Strategy

User effort

Precision

Random
Popularity
PopEnt
Item-Item

?
?????
???
?????

??
? ? ??
?????
??

Table 2.1: Evaluation of the strategy to recommend a new item [Schein et.al., 2002]
4. Use ”PopEnt”, a measurement that combines a product’s entropy measurement with its popularity measurement, calculated based on the logarithm of
the popularity of the product multiplied by its entropy (log Popularity ∗ Entropy) and using the benefits of both forms, popularity and entropy. Products
are recommended to users in descending order of this measurement.
5. Recommend products that are similar to those that users have evaluated previously. Use of this strategy requires that users have evaluated a certain number
of products.
These strategies have been evaluated from the point of view of the effort required
by users to carry them out and with regard to the precision of the recommendations
[Schein et al., 2002]. The random strategy requires less effort from users, while the
strategy of recommending the most popular product and that of recommending the
product to users who have evaluated similar products saying ”I like them” require
greater user effort. Taking into account the precision of the recommendations made
using one of these strategies means that the most precise recommendations are obtained recommending the products recommended through the ”PopEnt” strategy
((logPopularity) * Entropy) and the least precise recommendations were made with
the random item recommendation strategy to users who had evaluated products similar to the product in question. These results are summarised in Table 2.1. Recommendations combining collaborative filtering and content-based filtering have been
proposed to solve the problem of new users [Burke, 2002] [Semeraro et al., 2005].
Using only collaborative filtering, new users who have provided few evaluations of
products will not receive very precise recommendations because of the difficulty of
finding other similar users. Combining this method with the content-based filtering
method allows a comparison of similarities between their profiles and other profiles
in order to find sets of users similar to them.
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Figure 2.3: Example of web of trust [Massa and Avesani, 2004]

In [Massa and Avesani, 2004] it is argued that the scarsity of information problems can be solved incorporating the ”Confidence” measure among users into Collaborative Filtering (CF). The community of users is modelled as a social network
called ”Web of Trust” where the relations between the network nodes (users) is a
trust value. For example, looking at Figure 2.3, user C has a lot of confidence in
the evaluations made by user D and believes in his opinion of certain products, but
does not have confidence in the evaluations made by user B, and to some extent it
is possible to know if user A trusts user D by means of the confidence user A has in
users B and C, who are in the trust network of A. Predicting trust values based on
their propagation through the network finds more similar users than with methods
used until now in CF. This proposal solves the problems stemming from a lack of
information because at some level of the trust propagation network it is possible to
find a reliable friend whose evaluations can be obtained.

2.1.2

Filtering relevant information, products or services

To carry out recommendations the systems use one of the following methods.
• Content-based methods (CBF): Such recommender systems uniquely char-
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acterize each user without having to match her/his interests to other users
[Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997] [Adomavicius, 2005] [Xu et al., 2005]. They
can provide a list of content features that explain why an item has been recommended. Such a list can strengthen user confidence in the recommendation
and provide reflection of user own preferences. For example one of the system
that applies CBF is LIBRA [Mooney and Roy, 2000] that uses naive Bayes
text classifier to make content-based book recommendations exploiting the
product descriptions found in Amazon.com.
• Collaborative filtering(CF) : In the literature are several approaches that
use this method to make recommendations about the preferences of a
user based on collected taste information of other users [Yang et al., 2004]
[Herlocker et al., 2000] [Linden et al., 2003] [Melville et al., 2002].
The underlying assumption of CF methods is that those who agreed in the
past also tend to agree again in the future [Billsus and Pazzani, 1998]. In
other words, such recommender system emulates the behaviour of a user recommending a product to her friend, because some other users that she knows
and believes that have similar tastes to her friend, like the product. Technically
such recommender system operates similar to a case-based reasoning system,
without the adaptation step. It maintains a case base of the preferences of
individual users, for a given patron finds other users whose known preferences
correlate significantly with the patron, and recommends to a person other
items enjoyed by her/his matched patrons. The system can provide the list of
some of these patrons relating them to their other purchases in order to provide
user with some explanation and confidence in the recommendation. Another
view of CF is the Item-Item CF. For a particular item, find other similar items.
In other words is estimating the rating for the item based on ratings for similar items. Can use same similarity metrics and prediction functions as in
user-user model. In practice, it has been observed that item-item often works
better than user-user CF [Linden et al., 2003][Deshpande and Karypis, 2004].
• Knowledge-base recommender this method asks a user about the requirement of wanted products and reasons about what products meet the user’s
requirements based on the answers. Infer a match between the items and
the user’s needs [Burke, 2000][Felfernig et al., 2007]. Knowledge based recommender do not need an initial database of users’ preference or data about
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particular rated items. It has the product domain knowledge and the knowledge should be stored and organized in a inferable way.
• Hybrid recommender [Burke, 2002] combine two o more recommendation
techniques to gain better performance with fewer of the drawbacks of any individual one. Most commonly, CF is combined with some other technique
in an attempt to avoid the ramp-up problem. For example PTV system
[Smyth and Cotter, 2000] uses this approach to assemble a recommended program of television viewing. It uses content-based techniques based on textual
descriptions of TV shows and collaborative information about the preferences
of other users. Recommendations from both techniques are combined together
in the final suggested program.

2.1.3

Integrating information from various sources

Information integration has become very important in many fields due to the accessibility of a greater and greater number of information sources. For instance in
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), integrated information on individual
customers, business environment trends, and current sales can be used to improve
customer services. In the area of e-commerce and e-business, integrated information
enables and facilitates business transactions and services over computer networks.
In recommender systems exists application domains, such as tourism, where is necessary to access source from different domains. These sources are semantical and
structural heterogenous. Information integration systems [Calvanese et al., 1998]
[Levy, 2000] [Castillo, 2002] attempt to provide users with flexible access to information from multiple autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous data sources through
a unified interface without worrying about the underlying syntactical details.
There are two main types of issues in information integration [Koeller, 2001]:
• Physical integration: includes the study of different network protocols and
access to different networks.
• Logical integration: includes the integration of the information between
the heterogenous systems. It can be descomposed in two subtypes: Schema
Integration and Data Integration.
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Figure 2.4: Heterogeneity problems in two information sources

Example 1:
Figure 2.4 shows two sources used in a tourism recommender system. It
search for information about hotels in Argentina. Source 1 produces hotel
information, Source 2 produces accommodation information. Each of these
sources contain information about hotels in Buenos Aires. We can see that the
”Moron Hotel” and ”Moron H.” can be the same hotel because has the same
address, but the label is different and the price is different, we can assume
that the currency is different. In Source 1 the price can be expressed in pesos
argentinos and in Source 2 in dollars.

In order to be able to use these different sources of information, the meaning of
the information exchanged has to be understood throughout the system. Semantic
conflicts occur in any context where the same interpretation of information is not
used. Goh [Goh, 1997] identifies three main causes of semantic heterogeneity.
• Confounding conflicts occur when information items seem to have the same
meaning, but differ in reality, e.g. due to different temporal contexts.
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• Scaling conflicts occur when different reference systems are used to measure a
value. Examples are different currencies or marks.
• Naming conflicts occurs when naming schemes of information differ significantly. A frequent phenomenon is the presence of homonyms and synonyms.
All of them are the reasons that cause the next specific heterogeneity problems:
• System heterogeneity problem: includes incompatible hardware and operating
systems.
• Syntactic heterogeneity problem: refers to different languages and data representations.
• Structural heterogeneity problem: includes different data models.
• Semantic heterogeneity problem: refers to the meaning of terms using in the
interchange, different terms can be used to refer to the same concept.
Many technologies have been appearing to deal with these problems. The first
three categories have been addressed using technologies such as CORBA and DCOM
(Distributed Component Object Model). Recently XML has gained acceptance as
a way of providing a common syntax for exchanging heterogenous information. A
number of schema-level specifications (usually as a DTD (Document Type Definition) or an XML Schema)have recently been proposed as standards for their usage
in e-commerce. However, these standards do not solve the problems of semantic
heterogeneity. A solution to the problems of semantic heterogeneity should equip
heterogenous and autonomous software systems with the ability to share and exchange information in a semantically consistent way. This can be achieve in many
ways, each of which might be the most appropriate given some set of circumstances.
One solution is for developers to write code which translates between the terminologies of pairs of systems. This may be a useful solution where the requirement is for
a small number of systems to interoperate. These codes are denominated wrappers.
However, this solution does not scale as the development costs increase as more
systems are added and the degree of semantic heterogeneity increases.
In the literature there are many applications that uses these approaches to integrate information from differente sources such as:
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• Phoebus: Phoebus search and query unstructured information sources such
as auction site listings. The system can even support aggregate queries over
the data sources, which is difficult with keyword search. This allows data to be
sorted, searched and linked to other data sources where standard values for the
attributes are required to link the sources together [Michelson and Knoblock, 2006].
• Prometheus: provides uniform access to the sources [Michalowski et al., 2004].
Prometheus provides an infrastructure that can be used to:
– Quickly build applications that integrate data from various data sources,
and
– Can be used as a test bed for information integration researchers to build
and test new information integration techniques.
• Information Manifold: it has been a pioneering project in combining database
approach and Artificial Intelligence approach in information integration. This
project allow users specify the description and any constraint on each sources,
this allow users to integrate the sources in the fastest possible way. The user
queries the system based on a mediated schema. The query is them broken
down into sources using a Language called ”Carin” which combines the expressive power of Datalog a database query language and Description Logic
[Kirk et al., 1995].
• Ariadne: deals with the integration of web sources. Use Query Centric Approach and also rely on source description [Knoblock et al., 2001]. Use mapping table to align the Ontology across semantically disparate sources. Ariadne
breaks down query processing into 2 phases:
– Phase 1: Query Preprocessing where it goes through finding ways to
combine possible sources for answering the query.
– Phase 2: It takes a sub optimal plan and tries to improve it by applying
several rewriting rules.
• IBM-Websphere: WebSphere helped define the middleware software category and is designed to set up, operate and integrate e-business applications
across multiple computing platforms using Web technologies. It solves typical
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pains associated with business integration, such as integrating customer data,
speeding the development of portal applications and aggregating information
across and beyond the enterprise [Group, 2006].
• ISU-INDUS: INDUS (Intelligent Data Understanding System) is a federated,
query-centric system for knowledge acquisition from distributed semantically
heterogenous data sources that employs ontologies (controlled vocabularies
of domain specific terms, and relationships among terms) and inter-ontologies
mappings, to enable a user to view a collection of such data sources (regardless
of location, internal structure and query interfaces) as though they were a
collection of tables structured according to an ontology supplied by the user
[Castillo et al., 2003].
In short all of these approaches can provide a uniform query interface for user to
query multiples and heterogenous information sources. These systems model data
sources in the form of relations. These systems also contain a set of virtual domain
relations that the user utilizes to specify the queries to the mediator system.
Ontologies to resolve structural and semantic heterogeneity problems
In any realistic scenario involving interoperability between systems, semantic heterogeneity is a significant problem. Ontologies have emerged as a solution of this
problem. It is typically used as a form of knowledge representation and sharing. An
ontology is a collection of concepts and their relationships that can collectively provide an abstract view of an application domain [Gruber, 1993] [Guarino et al., 1999].
Ontologies have been well studied in many aspect such as:
• Ontologies uses: which include ontology architectures and applications
[Ciocoiu et al., 2001].
• Ontology mappings: matching of the information from the resources
into the ontologies and the matching of different ontologies [Noy, 2004]
[Ehrig and Sure, 2004].
• Ontology representation: different capacity of representation, languages
and tools [Ilebrekke, 2002].
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Figure 2.5: Ontology architectures to integrate the information from different sources

• Ontology engineering: acquisition, support and reusability of the ontologies
[Jarrar, 2005].
We will focus on mapping ontologies, which will allow us to obtain semantic
interoperability between heterogeneous sources of information. One solution to the
problem of semantic heterogeneity using ontologies will need to accommodate various ontologies from different domains. Figure 2.5 shows three types of ontologydriven architectures used to integrate information.
• Global common ontology: in this case is necessary the existence of a minim
common vocabulary between the sources to integrate, in many case this is hard
to found. Specially between the sources from different domains.
• Multiple ontologies: each source have their own ontology. In this case a
mapping between the ontologies is make establishing the relationship between
them. It is not necessary a minim common ontology.
• Hybrid architecture: each source have their own ontology and also, a global
common ontology is defined. In this case, the advantage of both previous
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architectures are combined.
As can be seen in the figure, there are three basic actions that must be carried
out:
1. Ontology definition: Creation of an ontology describing the information
contained in the information sources. P rotegè − 2000, OntoEdit, OilED, WebODE and Ontoligua are tools that allow ontologies to be edited
[Noy and M.A.Musen, 2002].
2. Source-Ontology mapping: Once the ontology has been defined, the information from the sources must be put inside the ontology. This process can
be carried out manually, copying the information about each concept or automatically searching in the domain for information necessary to complete the
ontology like FCA-Merge does [Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer, 2005].
3. Ontology-Ontology mapping : Mapping two ontologies consists of finding, for each concept of the ontology, a corresponding concept in another
ontology which means the same semantically [Ehrig and Sure, 2004]. Automatic mapping of two ontologies is the desire of all systems but until now
it has not been entirely possible. Acquiring complete meaning about the
real world is a difficult task. As a result, human intervention is necessary
in the process of identifying the correspondences between the various ontologies. The tools developed to carry out mapping in a semi-automatic way are:
PROMPT, MAFRA, ONION, Chimaera, FCA-Merge, GLUE and Observer
[Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer, 2005].

2.2

Our contribution

All recommender systems use one or many of the recommendation methods described in this chapter, for example content-based recommendation, collaborative
recommendation or knowledge-based recommendation. These systems need input
in the form of user information to be able to make the recommendations. In this
way two key problems have been identified.
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a) Lack of information: when there is not enough (sparsity) or none at all (Cold
Start). The second problem can be the result of three situations: the arrival
of a new user, the recommendation of a new product which has not been
evaluated by any users or the creation of a recommender system which depends
on new users and as yet unevaluated products [Schein et al., 2002]. Many
solutions have been proposed for these problems, including recommendation
of the most popular item, the use of social networks, the use of questionnaires,
etc. In the case of a new item, it is recommended to users who liked it or bought
similar items. Each system solves this problem in the most appropriate way,
depending on the method used.
b) Acquisition of preferences from unstructured sources: information from
users is acquired explicitly when they themselves offer the information, or implicitly when the system monitors behaviour through either navigation records
or purchase records. Completing a questionnaire or evaluating a certain quantity of products according to a scale of values is very often tedious and intrusive
for the user [Adomavicius, 2005]. There is, however, a source that could be
widely used to obtain this information, namely, web pages where users can
freely post what they think of a product. Collecting this type of information
is a difficult task which has not yet been solved. Part of the problem lies in
the complexity of extracting information from a text. Until now only one work
has been found that used this source to argue and justify recommendations
that have been made [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006][Wietsma and Ricci, 2005].
To solve these problems, we propose searching for information in sources with
implicit information from users, whether in databases containing information about
purchases made by them or review websites with opinions about products from
different domains. The purchase databases are structured sources while reviews
constitute unstructured sources. Taking into account these clarifications, this thesis
proposes:
1. A methodology to select the best source of structured information,
called ACQUAINT. It makes known characteristics of sources that offer
information and their relevance to make recommendations. As in daily life
when a person is introduced to us, at first sight, and depending on characteristics of that person, we can know what he or she is like, even though that
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first impression changes over time and to the extent that we interact with him
or her. This methodology will allow us to know if the sources, based on their
characteristics, are relevant for recommendations, and will also let us know if
the sources are reliable based on the results obtained every time the source is
used in the recommendations.
2. A mechanism to retrieve unstructured information available on the
Internet. This method has been called URR (User’s Reviews Retrieval) .
User reviews available on the Internet are a powerful source of information
used by recommenders to obtain evaluations of products and in that way solve
problems related with the lack of information. The retrieval of this information implies the definition of a structure to represent the most important
information from product reviews.
Both contribution made during the elaboration of this doctoral thesis will be
present in next chapters.

Chapter 3
ACQUAINT Methodology
In this chapter we present a new solution to the problem of obtaining information
about users from other sources of information to have more knowledge about them
and improve recommendations to them. This methodology has been applied to two
case studies using real data. The results discussed at the end of the chapter show
that recommendations are more effective with this methodology.

3.1

Introduction

According to Vézina and Militaru [Vézina and Militaru, 2003], in a universe, where
there is a lot of imperfect information and a large supply available for users, it is
extremely difficult to identify their own needs and preferences and the way to satisfy
them. However, the emergence of new intermediaries on the Internet has facilitated
the interaction between supply and demand. Actually, the main mission of such
intermediaries is to ease transactions by facilitating the collection, organisation, and
evaluation of dispersed information. In this context, the functions of a recommender
system appear crucial to these activities.
Recommender systems [Adomavicius, 2005] are an example of the tools used by
many e-commerce sites to help users decide which product to buy [Rashid et al., 2002]
[Wietsma and Ricci, 2005] [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006]. Many users have limited patience for locating what they need when there is a lot of information and no effective
guidance is provided to look for it [Palmer, 2002]. The recommender system is like
a sales clerk in the corner store who, when lifetime clients enter, surprises them with
23
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new products he knows they will like. On the other hand, if the clients are new, he
begins to ask them questions to know what products they want. Like a seller, these
systems model the behaviour of the users based on redundant information with the
objective to develop, improve and retain relations with the user and to offer them
customised products. One of the most important challenges both in marketing and
recommender systems is to find out useful information about potential customers
or users of a certain product or service. Usually, the first step while looking for
information is to scan any available source, either internal or external to the firm.
However, the main problem that comes up is the usefulness of such information.
Thus, a priori, we need to develop a mechanism that would provide evidence on
the relevance of such information for recommendations. To avoid making an endless
search in the huge pile of available data, which would employ too many resources,
the information should be previously classified or indexed to be easily found.
Currently there are no methods to automatically indicate which sources of information are the most appropriate for recommendations. This paper proposes a
methodology that measures the suitability of existing sources with regard to the
necessities of a recommender system and the search for information about users.
This methodology obtains information about users from various sources where information about their interactions has been stored. As has been seen until now
in the chapter on the state of the art, many of the existing recommenders acquire
information about users either explicitly, although it is a little tedious and requires
user effort, or implicitly by monitoring their behaviour. The latter is not tedious for
users, but only certain information is known: that which is provided by them in this
domain. Despite the interaction, the time comes when new information about users
or preferences about other aspects are not known. This methodology lets one finish
or attempt to know users better through a search for information in other sources.

3.2

ACQUAINT Methodology

This methodology has been defined specifically for sources of structured information.
The steps that comprise it are listed below.
1. Obtain a set of characteristics representative of the information contained
in the sources. These characteristics must allow the most relevant source
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Figure 3.1: Methodology to select relevant and trustworthy sources for a recommender
system

to be compared with others before being chosen, and must be intrinsic to
the sources. According to the Dictionary of the Spanish Royal Academy
[Española, 2006], intrinsic means intimate, essential, and for that reason the
characteristics of the sources must be obtained automatically from the data of
the sources themselves without any human intervention.
2. Obtain a measurement to select the most reliable source. Trust of a source is
obtained from the results of the recommendations made previously with this
source.
3. Choose the most suitable source. A measure of suitability is obtained for each
of the available sources. It serves to decide, in a justified way, which sources
are the most adequate for the recommendations. The suitability measure uses
the relevance measure from step 1 and the trust measure from step 2.
The steps of the methodology are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the following
sections each one is explained in greater detail.

3.2.1

Obtaining the set of source characteristics

An information source can simply be defined as a repository where information or
knowledge is stored. There are costs associated with the use of information sources
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those costs are an important determinant in the choice of which information sources
are finally used. For example the accuracy of a marketing campaign could be increased using information from the appropriate information sources. The increase of
the accuracy produces more sales that result in more profits for a company. Recommendation can be better if the recommender knows where is the suitable information
to predict user’s preferences to offer products. Recommender systems are similar
to data base marketing, but also different from it. Marketing systems support the
make decisions about how to market products to consumers, usually by grouping
the consumers according to marketing segments and grouping the products in categories that can be aligned with the marketing segments. By contrast, recommender
systems directly interact with consumers, helping them find products they will like
to purchase. But both are similar on the basis that same information can be used,
a recommender system offers a product for each consumer and in the opposite way
database marketing systems try to search for possible consumers for a product. Both
could use the same information sources. These sources contain specially information about users and products Carenini [Carenini et al., 2003] identifies three types
of information used by recommender systems:
a) Demographic information about the users (age, genre, place where they live,
etc.)
b) User preferences for product characteristics (type of movie, actor, director, etc.)
c) Previous experience (evaluations of purchased products)
Based on this information the affinity that the user has is calculated for some
products and the products with most affinity are recommended for the user.
Sources that provide information that is timely, accurate and relevant are expected to be used more often than sources that provide irrelevant information. It is
an intuitive idea but how to know which of the sources have to be selected to obtain
better results? Factors indicating if the sources can be used for some purpose have
to be created.
A review of the literature concerning the evaluation of information sources to
obtain a set of features that evaluate the sources with respect to their suitability for recommendations leads to research in which the analysed sources are web
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pages. Judith Edwards [Edwards, 1998] presents three aspects on the evaluation
of Web resources such as: Access, Quality and Easy to Use. Access includes the
reliability of the site and the hardware and software specification that have been
used to access the site. Quality includes both the authority of the site, for example the reputation of the organization, and the quality of the content. Easy to
use is determinate by the difficulty to navigate a Web site. Boklaschuk and Caisse
[Boklaschuk and Caisse, 2001] they define nine criteria to evaluate educational web
sources. These criteria are: Audience, Credibility, Accuracy, Objectivity, Coverage,
Currency, Accessibility, Aesthetic and Navigation. Rieh [Rieh, 2002] defines general
characteristics such as reputation and credibility to classify these sources. Among
these studies, we highlight the one conducted by Naumann [Naumann et al., 2004]
that defines the completeness measurement of the sources to determine which ones
are most appropriate to answer queries.
As defined by the authors, these features cannot be used for recommender
systems. The sources of information used in the systems are those that allow information to be obtained from users to offer them products or services
that interest them. This information includes demographic information, product evaluations, products they have purchased in the past, information about the
context or information about similar users [Pazzani, 1999] [Carenini et al., 2003]
[Endo and Noto, 2003] [Adomavicius, 2005] and is generally contained in a database.
Preferences are obtained from this information. Taking into consideration which information is necessary, to supply recommenders sources must:
• Contain information about specific users the system needs to know to make
recommendations. This means knowing if the source contains information
about, for example, users A, B, C and D. If the source contains information
about all those users (A, B, C and D), it will be more complete than a source
only containing information about users A and C.
• Have demographic information about the users, which is a type of information
needed to make recommendations [Burke, 2000].
• Contain a lot of information because while more information there is about
the behaviour, purchases or evaluations of users, more precise will be recommendations [Adomavicius, 2005].
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• Have updated information. Tastes and preferences of users can change over
time. Movies they liked ten years ago might not be the same as the ones they
like now. But movies they liked two months ago can be, with more probability,
the same ones they like now.
• Contain attributes needed to make recommendations. For example, given the
request ”Recommend for each user from Paris the five best-rated restaurants
that have a menu price less than 30 euros per person”, in response, searches
must be performed in databases that contain the attributes: city where the
user lives, the menu prices of restaurants and the evaluation given to them by
other users.

Example 1:
Let’s consider a set of sources used to look for information to recommend a
perfume to women. Those sources that have the most complete and updated
information about women (demographic information) and their street and
e-mail addresses (relevant attributes) are able to send information about
the new product and could be required to recommend the perfume.

Sources should be measured in some way to know if they meet these requirements.
Their features should have certain properties such as:
• Being representative of the information needed to make recommendations.
• Allowing the comparison and selection of sources.
The previously mentioned features used to evaluate the quality of the sources are
not representative of the information needed to make recommendations. That is,
they do not indicate the number of users, demographic information or information
about relevant attributes which are necessary to make recommendations. However,
they do function as criteria for buying and selecting sources, although not applicable to recommenders. For these reasons we have redefined some of the measures
mentioned previously, adapting them for recommender systems and we have defined
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new measures that allow us to know if a source meets the information requirements
for these systems.
What follows is a list of each one of the characteristics that a source must have
to be used in recommender systems.
• Completeness. The objective of this work is to obtain information about
users in a range of available sources related to them. While greater number of
users found in the source, more complete it will be.
• Diversity. This characteristic allows the demographic information contained
in the sources to be known. Recommender systems use this information to
group users according to their genre, place where they live, their age, etc, and
in that way are able to make recommendations to entire groups of users. While
more diverse the source is, more user groups it will have.
• Frequency. This characteristic aims to know the quantity of information
contained in the sources. One of the requirements is ”having a lot of information”. That information about users is obtained from their interactions with
the system. Users interact to carry out a search, to make a purchase, to leave
an opinion about a product, etc. If we consider that each time users interact
with the system information can be obtained from them, then we can measure
the quantity of information as the quantity of interactions. The frequency of
the interactions is therefore an indicator of the quantity of information contained in the sources. For example, given sources A and B with 10 and 20 users
respectively, if the 10 users in source A interact approximately 100 times and
the users in source B only interact twice, source A will have more information
about users than source B has.
• Timeliness. This characteristic indicates the degree of source updating. The
information dealt with concerns user preferences that change over time for
various reasons. For example, it is more likely that users who would have been
recommended an action movie 10 years are recommended children’s movies
now because they are parents who buy children’s movies for their children.
For that reason, a source with updated information will be more valuable
than a source with less recent information.
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• Number of relevant attributes. Although the source is complete, has a
lot of information about users and is timeliness, it might not have the exact
information to make the recommendations. For example, a source might be
timeliness, might have many user interactions, might be very diverse, but not
contain the type of movies that the user has bought and making recommendations requires knowing the type of movies the users buy. The quantity of
relevant attributes is a characteristic that expresses if that information is in
the source or not.
These are the characteristics of an information source that should be evaluated
before being used by a recommender system. There should be a way of obtaining
a value for each of them from the data stored in the sources. Then, based on
these characteristics, know if a source offers the information that recommenders
need and be used by them. Equations have been defined to obtain a numerical
value that represents to which degree a given characteristic is present in the source.
Drawing an analogy between sources and people, the intrinsic characteristics of
people are, for example, their genre, age, height and name, and the values given to
these characteristics are: genre = man, age = 28, height = 1.67 metres and name =
Mario. So each one of these intrinsic characteristics of the information sources has
a value and the equations defined to obtain it are presented in the following section.
Completeness
The completeness of the sources has been studied by Motro [Motro and Rakov, 1998]
who formalised the concept of partial completeness in relational databases by restricting the completeness of the information that must be part of a complete
database. More recently, in [Naumann et al., 2004] the concepts of ”Coverage” and
”Density” were introduced to measure the completeness of databases on the Web.
”Coverage” describes how many objects of the real world can provide a source
of information S and is obtained with the following equation 3.1.
c(S) =

|S|
|W |

(3.1)

where |S|is the quantity of different objects in source S and |W | is the quantity
of objects in the real world.
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”Density” measures how much data (not null values) source S can provide for
each one of these objects and is calculated with equation 3.2.
d(S) =

1 X
dS (a)
|A| a²A

(3.2)

Given the set A of attributes, |A| is the quantity of attributes of A and dS (a) is
the density of an attribute a ² A (quantity of non null values of this attribute).
The equation used to measure the completeness of a source S using these two
measures is:
P
Completeness(S) =

dS (a)
|W | ∗ |A|
a²A

(3.3)

Where |W | is the quantity of objects of the real world and |A| is the quantity of
attributes of S.
The aim of this work is to know how complete a source S is with respect to the
quantity of users for whom it can provide information. This information can be
obtained using only the ”Coverage” measure. So we reformulate and redefine this
measure to adapt it to our problem:
Definition 1. Given the set U of users of a recommendation domain, the
completeness of a source S is the quantity of users of U within S, known as |C|,
divided by the quantity of users |U |.
Completeness(S) =

|C|
|U |

(3.4)

Diversity
In ecology, a diversity index is a statistic used to measure the biodiversity of an
ecosystem [wikipedia.org, 2007]. Diversity indexes provide information about the
composition of the community (for example, the quantity of species), and also take
into account the relative abundance of the various species. In this work, the diversity measure is used to represent, in a single value, the quantity of species (groups
of users) in a source. Knowing information about the diversity of the source, rec-
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ommender systems can:
• Differentiate users one from the other.
• Follow a given criterion to group users according to a relation or degree of
similarity between them.
The diversity of information sources is measured using the ”index of diversity”
defined by Shannon and Weber in biology [Hilderman and Hamilton, 2000].
Definition 2. The diversity of a source S is equal to the entropy H.
Diversity(S) = H

(3.5)

H represents the entropy and is calculated as:
H=−

X
(pi log2 pi )

(3.6)

Adapted to the recommender systems each pi is calculated as follows:
pi =

ni
N

(3.7)

Where ni is the number of users included in the group i and N is the total
quantity of users in source S. The users can be grouped according to genre, age, etc.
Frequency of interactions
Analysis of the frequency of user interactions with the sources of information is the
technique we use to determine the quantity of information about the users in the
sources examined and with what frequency they interact.
We use the RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) technique to measure the
frequency of the interactions. RFM has been used in Direct Marketing for more
than 30 years [Hughes, 2000]. Frequency is defined as the number of times that a
client has made a purchase. The frequency of client interactions is an integral part
of the RFM trilogy, which is used in marketing campaigns to predict the response
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of clients. In the RFM technique clients are grouped according to the frequency of
their interactions, which can be measured in several ways. For example, a seller can
count the number of purchases a client has made in a year, while in a bank frequency
can be measured as the quantity of checks a client has written and the number of
deposits he or she has made. A hotel can measure the number of nights a client has
occupied a room. A telephone company can measure frequency as the number of
calls made or the number of minutes talked. Each company has a way of measuring
frequency [Hughes, 2000]. In our case, we take the concept of frequency as defined
in the RFM and we adapt it to our problem. The RFM measures the frequency
of interactions of each user, but we need to know the frequency of interactions of a
set of users in a source of information that could be used by a recommender. For
example, if the source is a database of purchases, while more purchase records for
individual users found in the database, better their tastes for certain products can
be known by analysing the products they purchased in the past. If the source is a
database storing information about visits made by users to a web site, while more
stored visits there are, more information there will be about users.
Categories have been defined to obtain this measure. Each category represents a
certain number of user interactions. For example, if we have a database containing
information about the movies rented by the users of a video club, each record in
the database represents a rental. Each of these records contains the user identifier,
the movie rented and other data about the movie. Let’s suppose that the defined
categories are:
Category f1 : 1 - 10 interactions
Category f2 : 11 - 25 interactions
Category f3 : 26 - 50 interactions
Category f4 : 51 - 100 interactions
Category f5 : 101 - 200 interactions
Category f6 : + 201 interactions
Category f1 includes the users who have rented a film from 1 to 10 times, category f2 includes the users who have rented a film from 11 to 25 times, and so on. It
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is clear that if the database contains more users in category f6 there will be more
information about them to obtain their preferences. This measurement is important
because recommender systems choose sources from among those that can provide
the most information to solve the problems of a lack of information.
Definition 3. The frequency of interactions of a source S is the sum of weights
wi , given for each category fi , multiplied by |fi |, which represents the quantity of
users within each category, divided by the quantity of users of S which is N.
P
F requency(S) =

wi ∗ |fi |
N

(3.8)

Timeliness
Generally the updating of the information is defined as the time that has passed
since the last update of the data [Naumann, 2004]. This way of measuring the
”age” of the information is applied to resources on the Web, but cannot be applied
to our problem. Our sources of information are databases containing information
about users and their interactions. Application of this definition would provide
the date of the client’s last interaction but that does not mean that the database
has been updated. Let’s assume there are two databases A and B. In A three
purchases by clients made in December of 2006 have been stored, while in B two
purchases by clients have been stored, one made in February of 2006 and the other
in January of 2007. Applying the most recent date criterion, B would be the most
updated database, but for our purposes the database that would have the most
updated information is A because all the purchases in it were made in the last three
months. The updating measure defined by Phillip Cykana [Cykana et al., 1996]
is more adapted to what we need to know about whether or not a source is more
timeliness for our purpose. It measures update as the percentage of the data available
within an interval of specified time (for example, day, hours or minutes).
In order to apply this measure to sources containing information about users,
the date of their interactions is analysed. If more users have interacted recently, the
information used to obtain their preferences and make recommendations to them
will be more updated.
Following the example mentioned in the measure of frequency, and using the
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database containing user purchase information, while more purchases made in the
last months, more updated will be the database and their preferences will be those
of now and not those of 10 years ago.
In order to obtain this measure time categories have been defined:
Category p1 : 01/01/2001 - 31/12/2001
Category p2 : 01/01/2002 - 31/12/2002
Category p3 : 01/01/2003 - 31/12/2003
Category p4 : 01/01/2004 - 31/12/2004
Category p5 : 01/01/2005 - 31/12/2005
Category p6 : 01/01/2006 - 31/12/2006
Category p1 includes users who rented movies from 01/01/2001 to 31/12/2001,
category p2 includes users who rented movies from 01/01/2002 to 31/12/2002 and
so on continuously for each of the categories. Clearly if the database contains more
users in category p6 , that information will be more updated. As the preferences and
tastes of users change over time, it is important to take into account a measure of
information updating when using this source.
Definition 4. The Timeliness of a source S is the sum of the weights wi , given
for each category pi , multiplied by |pi |, which represents the quantity of users within
each category, divided by the quantity of records of S, which is N.
P
T imeliness(S) =

wi ∗ |pi |
N

(3.9)

Number of relevant attributes
This measurement is used to determine the existence of relevant information to
make the recommendations. Continuing with the example of the video club, if a
new movie is available for rent, it can be recommended to users who like movies
of the same type (action, drama, etc). In order to recommend the new movie it is
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necessary to know information about the users, movie and type of the movie.
Definition 5. Given the set D of relevant attributes to make the recommendations, the quantity of relevant attributes of a source S is the quantity of attributes
of D within S, |B|, divided by the quantity of attributes |D|.

RelevantAtributes(S) =

|B|
|D|

(3.10)

Example 2:
The objective is to recommend a book to each of the customers of a retail
chain and it is important to search for information about them in the various
sources available. Access is given to the following databases:
Source F1: database with information about book purchases
Source F2: database with information about music purchases
Source F3: database with information about video purchases
Source F4: database with information about game purchases

Source F1 is established as the main source and information from the most
relevant sources of the set of available sources is added to it. In this case they
are F2, F3 and F4. To know if these sources contain relevant information with
which to make more precise recommendations, the characteristics of each of
them are calculated.

Figure 3.2 presents information about the purchase of books stored in the database
that makes up source F1 in our example.
Source F1 has information about 50 purchases made by 12 customers between
2001 and 2006. As can be seen in the figure, the table contains the following data:
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Figure 3.2: Data base containing information about books purchases

identifier of the purchase, identifier of the customer, genre, zone where he/she lived
in, book, type of book (novel, science fiction, history, etc.), units bought, price and
date of the purchase. Based on this information, the characteristics are calculated
to know the degree that this source could be relevant for the recommendations.
Calculation of the characteristics of source F1 from Example 2 is presented in
detail. Then the values of these characteristics for sources F2, F3 and F4, obtained
applying the same process, are shown.

Completeness of source F1
The completeness of source F1 is obtained applying equation 3.4. The users about
whom information is needed for recommendations are listed below:
Users: u124589; u125896; u145286; u157893; u245787; u256941; u364125;
u418756; u425814; u458932; u584236; u845713.

These 12 users are found in source F1, so their completeness is:
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Completeness(F 1) =

12
12

=1

Diversity of source F1
Diversity is calculated using data about the genre of the users and the zone where they
live in. As can be seen in Figure 3.2 the users can be Men (M ) or Women (W ) and can
live in the zones Z1, Z2, Z3 or Z4. Applying equation 3.7 to each of the genre groups leads
to:
pM =

4
12

= 0.33

pW =

8
12

= 0.66

With these results, equation 3.6 is applied:
H = −((0.33 ∗ (−1.58)) + (0.66 ∗ (−0.58)))/12 = 0.91
To normalise this result it is divided by the number of groups (2 groups: M and W ):
Diversity(F 1sexo ) = H = 0.91/2 = 0.45
Diversity with respect to the zone where the customers live in is calculated following
the same process:
pZ1 =

2
12

= 0.16

pZ2 =

1
12

= 0.08

pZ3 =

7
12

= 0.58

pZ4 =

2
12

= 0.16

With these results, equation 3.6 is applied:
H = −((0.16 ∗ (−2.58)) + (0.08 ∗ (−3.58)) + (0.58 ∗ (−0.77)) + (0.16 ∗ (−2.58)))/12 = 1, 61
To normalise this result, it is divided by the number of groups (4 groups: Z1, Z2, Z3
and Z4):
Diversidad(F 1zone ) = H = 1.61/4 = 0.40
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Frequency of the source F1 interactions
The frequency of the interactions is calculated using equation 3.8. The following categories
are defined:
Category f1 :

1 - 5 interactions

Category f2 : 6 - 10 interactions
Category f3 : 11 - 15 interactions
If we assign the following weights to each of these categories:
wf 1 = 0.3
wf 2 = 0.7
wf 3 = 0.9
And suppose that quantity of users per category (|fi |) is:
|f1 |= 10 users
|f2 |= 1 users
|f3 |= 1 users
With all of this information the frequency of the interactions is calculated as:
F requency(F 1) = ((0.3 ∗ 10) + (0.7 ∗ 1) + (0.9 ∗ 1))/12 = 4.6
To normalise this result it is divided by the number of categories (3 categories: f1 , f2
y f3 ):
F requency(F 1) = 4.6/3 = 0.38

Timeliness source F1
The timeliness of the source is calculated using equation 3.9. The categories defined for
this purpose are:
Category p1 : 01/01/2001 - 31/12/2001
Category p2 : 01/01/2002 - 31/12/2002
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Category p3 : 01/01/2003 - 31/12/2003
Category p4 : 01/01/2004 - 31/12/2004
Category p5 : 01/01/2005 - 31/12/2005
Category p6 : 01/01/2006 - 31/12/2006
The weight assigned to each of these categories is:
wp1 = 0.3
wp2 = 0.3
wp3 = 0.5
wp4 = 0.7
wp5 = 0.9
wp6 = 0.9
The quantity of users who bought a product during the dates indicated for each category are:
|p1 |= 2 users
|p2 |= 10 users
|p3 |= 4 users
|p4 |= 4 users
|p5 |= 10 users
|p6 |= 19 users
The timeliness of source F1 is:
T imeliness(F 1) = (0.3 ∗ 2) + (0.3 ∗ 10) + (0.5 ∗ 4) + (0.7 ∗ 4)
+(0.9 ∗ 10) + (0.9 ∗ 19)/50 = 0.70

Number of relevant attributes of source F1
The quantity of relevant attributes of source F1 is obtained with equation 3.10. There
are 3 attributes needed to make the recommendations: customer, product and type.The
three attributes are available in source F1, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. The number of
relevant attributes of F1 is:

RelevantAttributes(F 1) =

3
3

=1
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Characteristics

F1

Completeness
Diversity
Genre
Zone
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

1.00
0.45
0.40
0.38
0.70
1.00

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the source F1
Characteristics

F1

F2

F3

F4

Completeness
Diversity
Genre
Zone
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

1.00

0.83

0.91

0.58

0.45
0.40
0.38
0.70
1.00

0.44
0.28
0.28
0.49
0.66

0.42
0.37
0.30
0.60
1.00

0.43
0.36
0.20
0.76
0.66

Table 3.2: Characteristics of sources from Example 2
Table 3.1 presents the values obtained from each of the characteristics for source F1.
The values of the characteristics of sources F2 (music), F3 (videos) and F4 (games)
have been obtained in the same way as they were for source F1. These values are shown
in Table 3.2.
These values indicate that source F1 is the most complete, containing all the customers
from whom information is needed. The diversity values are the highest, with not all customers being of the same genre or from the same zone. It is more timeliness so recent
information about preferences and tastes can be obtained. It has a lot of information
about book purchases because users bought them more often and it contains all the attributes necessary to make recommendations: customer, product and genre. On the other
hand, source F4 is the least complete because it does not contain information about all
customers about whom information is needed. Although the diversity values are not the
lowest, the frequency value indicates that customers interacted very little in this source.
A value of 0.76 in the timeliness indicates it is an updated source, that means all games
were purchased recently, but F4 does not contain all the attributes needed to make the
recommendations. Source F3 is more complete than F4, more diverse in relation to zones
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where users live and contains all the necessary attributes, but it is less diverse with respect
to the genre of the users and less timeliness than F3. Source F2 is more diverse in relation
to genre, but less in relation to the zone lived in. It is also less timeliness, contains less
information about the interactions and does not contain all the attributes needed to make
recommendations. Finding a source that is more complete, more diverse, that has more
interactions, is the most timeliness and has all the attributes necessary for the recommendations is unlikely. Some sources will have better characteristics than others and there
will be still others with poorer characteristics than them. For that reason, when choosing
a source, each of the characteristics must be considered and have a weight assigned to it
according to how important it is for recommendations. For example, if the source required
must be timeliness but its diversity does not matter as much, the ”Timeliness” characteristic will have greater weight than the ”Diversity” characteristic when the source is selected.

Definition 6. The relevance (R) of a source S is the sum of the values cj of each of
the characteristics j multiplied by the weight wj assigned to each of these characteristics
divided by the quantity of characteristics |N |.
P
R(S) =

wj ∗ cj
|N |

(3.11)

Example 3:
In this example the relevance of each one of the sources from Example 2 (F1, F2,
F3 and F4) is calculated using the values of their characteristics and their weights
are listed in Table 3.3:
R(F1)=((0.90*1.00)+(0.50*0.45)+(0.50*0.40)+(0.90*0.38)
+(0.70*0.70)+(0.90*1.00))/6 = 0.51
R(F2)=((0.90*0.83)+(0.50*0.44)+(0.50*0.28)+(0.90*0.28)
+(0.70*0.49)+(0.90*0.66))/6 = 0.38
R(F3)=((0.90*0.91)+(0.50*0.42)+(0.50*0.37)+(0.90*0.30)
+(0.70*0.60)+(0.90*1.00))/6 = 0.47
R(F4)=((0.90*0.58)+(0.50*0.43)+(0.50*0.36)+(0.90*0.20)
+(0.70*0.76)+(0.90*0.66))/6 = 0.37
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Characteristics

wj

Completeness
Diversity(Genre)
Diversity(Zone)
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

0.90
0.50
0.50
0.90
0.70
0.90

Table 3.3: Weight of characteristics representing the importance that they have in
a recommendation

As indicated by the relevance value, the most relevant source is source F1, which is
the main source. Among all the sources available, F2, F3 and F4, the most relevant is
source F3.
In order to evaluate if adding information to source F1 from the most relevant source
F3 really improves the recommendations, recommendation with only information from
F1 and recommendations with information from F1 and F3(F 1 ← F 3) were made and
evaluated.
To evaluate the recommendations the measure of precision defined by Salton
[Salton and Buckley, 1988] and widely used in the field of Information Retrieval (IR) was
used. In recommender systems the measure of precision represents the probability that a
recommendation will be successful and is obtained using the following equation.

P recision =

Pr
P

(3.12)

Where Pr is the quantity of successful recommendations. In our problem this parameter is calculated as the quantity of recommended products purchased by custommers. P
is the total quantity of recommendations made; in this study it is obtained as the quantity
of recommended products. The results shown in Table 3.4 demonstrate that the precision
obtained when making recommendations with information from both sources F1←F3 is
higher than that obtained when making recommendations with information only from
F1. Also, this table presents the precision obtained from recommendations made adding
information to source F1 from the other sources:
(F 1 ← F 2), (F 1 ← F 4), (F 1 ← (F 2, F 3)), (F 1 ← (F 2, F 4)),(F 1 ← (F 3, F 4)),(F 1 ←
(F 2, F 3, F 4)).
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Sources
F1
F1 ← F2
F1 ← F3
F1 ← F4
F 1 ← (F 2, F 3)
F 1 ← (F 2, F 4)
F 1 ← (F 3, F 4)
F 1 ← (F 2, F 3, F 4)

Precision
0.41
0.64
0.73
0.27
0.86
0.34
0.45
0.52

Table 3.4: Precision of recommendations of Example 3
These results are illustrated in the graph in Figure 3.3. As can be seen, the recommendations made with information from source F1 plus information from source F3 have
a high precision value, even though better precision was obtained with information from
source F1 plus the information from sources F2 and F3.

3.2.2

Obtaining the trust measure of sources

The trust of the sources is defined as the probability with which sources are evaluated to use their information. This trust value is obtained from observations of the
past behaviour of the sources. Trust mechanisms have been applied in various fields
such as e-commerce [Noriega et al., 1998], recommender systems [Montaner et al., 2002]
[O’Donovan and Smyth, 2005] [Massa and Avesani, 2004] and social networks
[Yu and Singh, 2002]

[Yu and Singh, 2003]. In our work, trust is used to evaluate the

reliability of the source (S ) based on the record of successful or unsuccessful recommendations made with information from that particular source, and there is a trust value for
each one of the sources.
The information required to compute the degree of success of the recommendations is
saved. This information is then used to evaluate recommendations made with information from a source as ”successful” or ”not successful”, indicating as the Result = 1 and
Result = 0, respectively.
The success of a recommendation is evaluated using one of the measures of evaluation
of the recommendations [Herlocker et al., 2004]. With the information about the successful recommendations, the measure of trust defined by Jigar Patel [Patel et al., 1998] is
applied. They define the value of trust in the interval between [0,1], 0 meaning an unreliable source and 1 a reliable source. The trust of a source S is computed as the expected
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Figure 3.3: Precision of recommendations using sources from Example 2

value of a variable Bs given the parameters α and β. Bs . Bs is the expected value that S
has relevant information. This value is obtained using equation 3.13.

T (S) = E[Bs /α, β]

(3.13)

α
α+β

(3.14)

E is computed as follows:

E[Bs /α, β] =
The parameters α and β are defined as:

α = m1:t
S +1

(3.15)

β = n1:t
S +1

(3.16)

1:t
where m1:t
S is the number of successful recommendations using source S, nS is the

number of unsuccessful recommendations.
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Example 4:
In this example the measure of trust of each of the sources from Example 2 is calculated. As it is the first time that those sources are used to make recommendations,
there is no information to know whether or not they are reliable, so the trust value
is:
Source F1:

α=0+1=1
β =0+1=1
T (F 1) =

Source F2:

1
1+2

= 0.5

α=0+1=1
β =0+1=1
T (F 2) =

Source F3:

1
1+2

= 0.5

α=0+1=1
β =0+1=1
T (F 3) =

Source F4:

1
1+2

= 0.5

α=0+1=1
β =0+1=1
T (F 4) =

1
1+2

= 0.5

The trust value is 0.5 when sources are used for the first time. As the sources are
used in recommendations and can be evaluated, the trust value will change. For example, Table 3.5 shows the precision values of the recommendations obtained using
information from source F2. If the precision is >= 0.5, the recommendation is considered ”successful” and is indicated as Result = 1; otherwise the recommendation
is considered ”unsuccessful” and is indicated as Result = 0. Using these data, the
trust in source F2, which has been used 12 times to make recommendations, is:
α = 10 + 1 = 11
β =2+1=3
T (F 2) =

11
11+3

= 0.78

A trust value equal to 0.78 indicates that the source is reliable to make the recommendations. That means, the recommendations were successful most of the time
that this source was used.
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Source

Precision

Result

F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2
F2

0.73
0.58
0.70
0.50
0.25
0.52
0.69
0.61
0.36
0.65
0.56
0.62

1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

Table 3.5: Result of recommendations using information from the source F2

3.2.3

Selecting the most suitable source of information

The most suitable and reliable sources are chosen to make the recommendations. A
selection algorithm has been defined to make the choice automatically. The algorithm is
composed of 3 elements:
1. A set (S ) of candidate sources.
2. A selection function Selection(R(s),T(s)) to obtain the most relevant and reliable
sources. This function uses the values of relevance R(s) and trust T(s) of the sources
as parameters.
3. A solution set (F ) containing the sources chosen (F ⊂ S).
In every step the algorithm chooses a source of S, let us call it s. Next it checks if
the s ∪ F can lead to a solution; if it cannot, it eliminates s from the set S, includes the
source in F and goes back to choose another.If the sources run out, it has finished; if not,
it continues.
The parameters of the selection function are the relevance (R(s)) and trust (T(s))
of the sources. This function returns a value between 0 and 1, and is obtained through
equation 3.17.

selection(R(s), T (s)) = R(s) ∗ T (s)

(3.17)
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Algorithm to select relevant and trustworthy source
Algorithm (S: Set of candidates sources)
F := Ø;
while (S <> Ø) do
if Selection(R(s),T(s))> threshold then
F := F ∪ s;
Eliminate(s, S);
end if
end while
return F;

If a source s has a lower R(s), the characteristics are not good for the recommendation
and the value of T(s) is lower, meaning that the source was not useful in previous recommendations, and in this case the selection function will return a lower value. By contrast,
if it has a higher R(s) and T(s), the source is useful and contains good information for the
recommendation.
Example 5:
Continuing with the sources from Example 2 and assuming that at a given moment
these sources have the relevance and trust values shown in Table 3.6, the selection
function when applying the selection algorithm is:
selection(R(F 1), T (F 1)) = 0.51 ∗ 0.89 = 0.45
selection(R(F 2), T (F 2)) = 0.38 ∗ 0.67 = 0.25
selection(R(F 3), T (F 3)) = 0.47 ∗ 0.67 = 0.31
selection(R(F 4), T (F 4)) = 0.37 ∗ 0.25 = 0.09
If we use the sentence:
IF (Selection(R(s), T (s)) > 0.10)
The sources selected are the sources F1, F2 and F3. With information from the
selected sources and using the algorithm, 20 recommendations were made. Recommendations with the selected sources based on R were also made. The precision
value was obtained for one of the recommendations shown in Figure 3.4. These
values indicate that recommendations made based on relevance and trust are more
stable and their results improve. In other words, applying the algorithm tends to
find the optimal combination of sources for more precise recommendations.
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s
F1
F2
F3
F4

R(s)
0.51
0.38
0.47
0.37

T(s)
0.89
0.67
0.67
0.25

Table 3.6: Relevance and Trust of the source F2 from Example 2

3.3

Experimental results

This section presents two case studies carried out to show the relevance of the proposals
made in this thesis. The experiments were performed using information from databases in
Consumer Package Goods Domain (retail) and databases from various domains obtained
from the information available on Amazon.com. The first case study was carried out to
test the characteristics and their application in any recommendation method. The sources
were selected taking into account the relevance value. In the second case study, more
complete than the first, the selection was made based on the relevance value and the trust
measure of the sources. These results are compared with those obtained when making recommendations with sources of information selected according to different criteria. In order
to show that ACQUAINT methodology can be used by any recommender system; three
methods have been implemented to make recommendations such as CBF (Content-Based
Filtering), RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) and CF (Collaborative Filtering).
CBF uses a deep knowledge of a user. It needs to know the user’s preferences about attributes of a product. RFM which is widely used in Marketing to segment customers’ base
on purchased history. CF makes recommendation to a user according the preferences of
similar users. The three methods use different user knowledge. If we obtain good results
applying the methodology with the three methods, so we can say that the methodology is
general.
The next sections present each one of the case studies in detail.

3.3.1

Case study 1: Recommendation in retail domain

This case study was conducted using information about consumers’ buying behaviour from
a very well known supermarket in Girona (Spain), Caprabo (http://www.caprabo.es/).
This test case will help us prove the suitability and effectiveness of the characteristics
defined in this chapter. The databases contain real information about 4137 customers,
products and their purchases made in the period 2002-2003. All these purchases were made
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the precision of recommendations made based on the Relevance
and Trust of the sources

either on the Internet (online) or in the supermarket (offline). The common customersus
of the various databases are identifiable because each one has the same identifier in all
database. Figure 3.5 shows a sample of a database, specifically a transaction database,
employed in this research.
Two sources of information were used in this case study: off-line sources contained
information about the purchases made in the supermarket and on-line sources contained
information about the purchases made on the Internet. The table shown in Figure 3.5
contains information from one of the databases about the transactions conducted by customers in the supermarket (offline). As shown in this figure, it contains the information
gathered during the purchase process: receipt number, type of product, number of purchased products and amount spent on each item and other data.
To carry out our experiments we randomly divided both transaction databases into
eight sub-databases named: S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 and S8. These sub-databases
constituted our main sources of information. We were able to evaluate their characteristics
and determine their relevance and choose the most relevant to make recommendations. Let
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Figure 3.5: An example of the database used in the study: a transaction database

us apply the ACQUAINT methodology; first of all, we have to obtain the characteristics
of each source. In fact, these characteristics and their value help to answer some very
important questions related to the use of information for recommendations:
• How we can measure the information contained in the sources to acquire more
knowledge about users?
• To what extent do recommendations improve the use of more information sources?
Table 3.7 shows the main values of each characteristic from the eight databases used
in this study case. These values have been obtained using the formulas from Section 3.2.1.
The quantity of relevant attributes needed to make the recommendation (represented
by parameter D in Equation 3.10) is 8. They include date of purchase, type of purchased
product, number of units, price, total amount, genre of the consumer, area consumers live
in and number of members in the family.
With the purpose of measuring the diversity, the customers were clustered according
to the:
• Area where they live (Z): Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3 and Zone 4. These zones have
been established by an expert in the supermarket.
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Characteristics

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

Relevant attributes
Completeness
Diversity (Z)
Diversity (F)
Diversity (H)
Frequency
Timeliness

0.80
0.10
0.13
0.33
0.20
0.23
0.25

0.50
0.60
0.11
0.67
0.20
0.40
0.40

0.20
0.30
0.12
0.67
0.21
0.25
0.42

1.00
0.30
0.14
0.73
0.11
0.20
0.15

0.60
0.57
0.71
0.07
0.20
0.50
0.47

1.00
0.33
0.24
0.56
0.19
0.30
0.35

0.10
0.30
0.25
0.56
0.19
0.20
0.50

0.80
0.70
0.23
0.49
0.26
0.45
0.30

Table 3.7: Characteristic of databases from Caprabo, S1-S8
• Number of members in the family (F): family composed by 1 member, family with
2 members, family with 3 members, family with 4 members and family with more
than 4 members.
• Genre (G): 2 groups, men and women.
The frequency of each source has been calculated using 4 periods of time: Period 1 (P1)
from January of 2002 until June of 2002, Period 2 (P2) from July of 2002 until December
of 2002, Period 3 (P3) from January of 2003 until June of 2003 and Period 4 (P4) from
July of 2003 until December of 2003. The oldest period (P1) has the lowest weight (wi )
and the most recent period (P4) has the highest weight. The timeliness measure has been
obtained using the same period of times: P1, P2, P3 and P4.
Once the value of the characteristics has been obtained, it is necessary to know if the
recommendation could be improved by selecting the most relevant information sources.
Therefore, we need to know the relevance of each source based on its characteristics.
Using equation 3.11 and the values of wi shown in Table 3.8, the relevance value of
source S1 is:

R(S1) = (0.9 ∗ 0.8) + (0.5 ∗ 0.1) + (0.3 ∗ 0.13) + (0.3 ∗ 0.33)
+(0.3 ∗ 0.20) + (0.7 ∗ 0.23) + (0.5 ∗ 0.25)/7 = 0.39
Thus we have calculated the relevance of each source and the results are shown in
Table 3.9.
As can be seen in the Table 3.9, the sources S3 and S7 have lower relevance coefficients
than other sources. In order to select the source to integrate the information we apply the
next rule:
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Characteristics

wi

Relevant attributes
Completeness
Diversity (Z)
Diversity (F)
Diversity (G)
Frequency
Timeliness

0.9
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.5

Table 3.8: wi weight using to calculate the relevance of each source

R(S)

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

0.17

0.21

0.14

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.13

0.26

Table 3.9: Relevance of sources of information

Given S1 where R(S1) = R1
Given S2 where R(S2) = R2
if (R(S1) <= R(S2)) then
S2 is selected
else S2 is discarded
end if
Once the source has been selected, we need to make recommendations and evaluate
them to know the effectiveness of the characteristics. We apply three recommender methods to make recommendations, the RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary)algorithm,
which is used in marketing to segment clients, and two of the most widely used methods in
recommender systems, Content Based Filtering (CBF) and Collaborative Filtering (CF).
In the next sections we detail the implementation of these methods in our problem.

Recommendation applying the RFM algorithm
Recommendations are made based on the analysis of the customer purchasing behaviour.
We use the following variables to make a recommendation: the purchase frequency, the
value of the purchase, the date of the last purchase and the type of purchased products.
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Example 6:
Given a User X with the following information about his purchases:
Last purchase = 10/08/2006
Amount= $ 1000
Frequency = low
Product = computer
For this customer, the recommender will not recommend a computer because
the frequency to buy such a product is low and the date of the last purchase
is very recent.

In order to obtain this kind of knowledge, the RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary)
algorithm was used [Hughes, 2000]. This is an algorithm that segments the customers
according to their purchase behaviour. In fact, an RFM algorithm is a segmentation
technique that allows more specific predictions of the buying behaviour of target groups
of customers. It is used when there is a former purchase experience and it is based on
segmenting groups of customers according to each variable, R, F and M. It improves
the probability that a customer will buy a product based on the recommendation made
according to his previous buying behaviour. Furthermore, it also allows the behaviour of
segments of customers who show decreasing interest in certain products to be evaluated.
Overall, this analysis of behaviour provides the key to obtaining favourable answers to
the recommendations that are made to potential customers. With the relevance of each
source, the RFM algorithm was executed to obtain the buying behaviour of the customers
in the selected database. The products were recommended according to this behaviour
and the analysis of purchase receipt.
In order to evaluate the results of the recommendations we employed the precision
measurement given by equation 3.12. We made the recommendations using all the sources
independently of their relevance and we also made recommendations using the most relevant sources to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal. The results are shown in
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively.
The first analysis of precision was done including all the sources without considering
their relevance, S1-S8. In this case (see Figure 3.6), the results show that the precision
of the recommendations aggregating information from all these sources is limited. For
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Figure 3.6: Precision of recommendations including all sources

example, using the first six databases, the precision is 5.50 but if we add S7 (the least
relevant source), it falls to approximately 3. On the contrary, in Figure 3.7 we observe that
if we only aggregate information sources with a relevance over 0.15, the precision shows
a steadily increasing trend. Overall, the results show that the measurement of relevance
is an important criterion to select sources of information to improve the precision of the
recommendations.

Recommendations using CBF
In this method the attributes of products are extracted and compared with a user profile (preferences and tastes), in this case, a user is called customer, because is analysed
the profile of a customer in the supermarket . Vectors are used to represent customer
profiles and products. The cosine function based on the vector space proposed by Salton
[Salton and Buckley, 1988] has been used to establish the relevance that a product has for
a customer.
Pn

∗ ui )
i=1 (piq
Pn
2
2
i=1 pi ∗
i=1 ui

Cos(P, U ) = qP
n

(3.18)

The products that have a higher value of similarity are recommended to customer.
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Figure 3.7: Precision of recommendations including relevant sources

Figure 3.8 shows the relevant attributes of the product defined by an expert from a supermarket. The customer preferences have been established based on these attributes and
are represented by a vector:
U =< u1 , u2 , .........., ui >
The weight ui has been obtained using the TF-IDF method (Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency) [Salton and Buckley, 1988], which has been calculated based
on previous purchases of the customer.

ui = ti ∗ log2 (

N
)
ni

(3.19)

ti is the frequency of attribute i in the purchases, ni is the number of customer who
have bought a product with attribute i and N is the total number of customers.
The product vector is composed of the weight pi which has been assigned by an expert
in the supermarket where a brand of the product has higher weight because the brand is
considered a very influential criterion that customers use to decide which product to buy..
P =< p1 , p2 , .........., pi >
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Figure 3.8: Relevant attributes in the consumer package goods domain (retail)

The relevance of each product for the users has been established with equation 1 using
the vectors representing the users and the products (See Figure 3.9).
The products with a value of relevance > 0.6 have been recommended to the customers.
The experiments have been done implementing the CBF with the information from all
the sources (8 databases) without the methodology. The precision of recommendations
has been evaluated using equation 3.12 and the results obtained are shown in Figure 3.10.
In Figure 3.11 the precision of recommendations made using the CBF with information
of the selected sources in the methodology can be observed.
The graphs show how the precision of the recommendations made with these methods
and the selected sources increase. Figure 3.10 shows the precision of the recommendations
using all information sources and demonstrates that the aggregation of the information in
the recommendations causes the precision to decrease. Figure 3.11 shows the precision of
the recommendation using information only from the selected sources. This result shows
that the smart integration of the data sources increases the precision. The selection of the
sources is established based on characteristics of each source.
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Figure 3.9: Relevant product for customers

Recommendations using the CF
Information provided by customers with similar interests is used to determine the relevance that the products have for the customer. Similarity between customers is calculated
for this purpose and the recommendations are made based only on this similarity; the purchased products are not analyzed as is done in the FBC. Also, the cosine vector similarity
[Salton and Buckley, 1988] is used to compute the distance between the representation of
the present customer and the other customers. All customers are represented by vectors.
Pn

∗ vi )
i=1 (uiq
Pn
2
2
i=1 ui ∗
i=1 vi

Cos(U, V ) = qP
n

(3.20)

Where U and V are the customer vectors.
The same attributes shown in Figure 3.8 have been used in the CF method to obtain
a vector representation of the customer’s preferences. The vector for each customer is:
U =< u1 , u2 , .........., un >
The weight ui has been obtained from previous purchases of the customer using the TF-
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Figure 3.10: Precision of recommendations using CBF with all sources

IDF method (Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency) [Salton and Buckley, 1988]
as in the CBF

ui = ti ∗ log2 (

N
)
ni

(3.21)

Where ti is the frequency of attribute i in the purchases, ni is the number of customer
who have bought a product with attribute i and N is the total number of customers.
The similarity between customers has been established with equation 3.20 using the
vectors representing the customers (see Figure 3.12).
The products bought by other customers with a value of similarity > 0.6 have been
recommended to the customer.
The experiments have been done implementing the CF with the information from all
the sources (8 databases) without the methodology. The precision of recommendations
has been evaluated using equation 3.12 and the results obtained are shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.14 presents the precision of the recommendations made using the CF with
information from the selected sources with the methodology.
The graphs show how the precision of the recommendations made with these methods
and the selected sources increases. Figure 3.13 shows the precision of the recommendations
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Figure 3.11: Precision of recommendations using CBF only with the selected sources with
the methodology

using all information sources and it can be observed that the aggregation of the information
in the recommendations causes the precision to decrease.
Figure 3.14 shows the precision of the recommendation using information only from
the selected sources. This result shows that the integration of the data sources increases
the precision. The selection of the sources is established based on the characteristics of
each source.

3.3.2

Case study 2: Selecting relevant information using
data from different domains

In this section, we will describe the recommendation domains choose to carry out our
experiments. Suppose an scenario composed by four recommendation domains such as:
Book recommendations, Compact Disk (CD) recommendations, Magazines recommendations and DVD recommendations. Each domain contain information about users, items
and ratings. We have collected data from Amazon.com to obtain such information to
build a data set for each domain. A popular feature of Amazon is the ability for users to
submit reviews to the web page of each product. As part of their review, users must rate
the product on a rating scale from one to five stars. Consumer’s reviews about a product
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Figure 3.12: Similarity between customers - CF

have been used to obtain information about users, the user’s knowledge and experience
with the product and a rating as valuation about the product. A review in Amazon.com
include the following sections:
• User section contained the name of the review writer that could be real name or a
fictitious name. The real name is identified by the target called ”Real Name”. A
Real Name attribution is a signature based on the name entered by the author as
the cardholder name on his or her credit card, i.e. the author represents this name
as his/her identity in the ”real world.” [Amazon, 2006]. Also, this section could
include the place where he/she lives.
• Product section refers to the product which the users give the reviews.
• Rating section reflects the summarized user’s opinion about an experienced product
and represents the overall user satisfaction for a given product. A rating is an ”stars
scale” ranging from 1 star (?) to 5 star (? ? ? ? ?), where 1 reflects ”worst” and 5
reflects ”best”.
• Date reflects the time when the reviews were made.
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Figure 3.13: Precision of recommendations using CF with all sources

• Content section contained a full description of the user’s opinion and experiences
with a product. This part is text.
These sections are illustrated in Figure 3.15. Reviewers can submit reviews for a
wide range of product such as CDs, DVDs, software, consumer electronics, kitchen items,
tools, lawn and garden items, toys and games, baby products, apparel, sporting goods,
gourmet food, jewellery, watches, health and personal-care items, beauty products, musical
instruments, industrial and scientific supplies, groceries and more.
The basic idea is to exploit the reviews to obtain information to build our data set to
test our approach. We have retrieved reviews about CDs, DVDs, Magazines and Books
composing four information source. The information collected is resumed below:
Data set:
Domains:Book, CD, DVD, Magazine
Source S1: Information from Books domain
Rating = 732
Users = 124
Books =699
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Figure 3.14: Precision of recommendations using CF only with the selected sources with
the methodology

Source S2:Information from CDs domain
Rating = 188
Users =40
CDs = 179
Source S3: Information from DVDs domain
Ratings =225
Users = 45
DVDs = 212
Source S4:Information from Magazines domain
Ratings = 72
Users = 35
Magazines =42

The objective of this case study is to evaluate the methodology used to make recommendations with the sources selected by the ACQUAINT methodology. In order to
evaluate the precision of the recommendations, we divide the data set into a Training set
and a Test set. 80% of the data were used to obtain the preferences of the users and the
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Figure 3.15: Information from Amazon.com

remaining 20% for Testing.
The case study has been divided into three experiments using the same sources with
different characteristics because the information contained in them had changed.

Experiment 1
The first step in selecting sources of information is obtaining the characteristics of each
of them. Table 3.10 shows the values of each one of the characteristics obtained from
applying the equations defined in Section 3.2.1. In this table the relevance of each one of
the sources is also shown.
Completeness was obtained taking into account the quantity of users in source F1
present in other sources. With the purpose of measuring diversity, the users were grouped
according to the area they lived in (this information exists on Amazon.com). To calculate
frequency four categories were defined:
Category f1 : 1 - 50 interactions
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F1

F2

F3

F4

Completeness
Diversity
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

1,00
0,50
0,63
0,79
1,00

0,64
0,3
0,37
0,33
0,9

0,68
0,31
0,27
0,26
0,4

0,24
0,22
0,32
0,24
0,7

R(s)

0,39

0,25

0,19

0,17

Table 3.10: Experiment 1 - Characteristics and relevance value (R) of sources

Category f2 : 51 - 100 interactions

Category f3 : 101 - 150 interactions

Category f4 : + 151 interactions

To calculate timeliness three categories of time were defined:

Category p1 : 01/01/2000 - 31/12/2001

Category p2 : 01/01/2002 - 31/12/2003

Category p3 : 01/01/2004 - 31/12/2006

Fifty recommendations were made. Each one was made with information from sources
selected by the ACQUAINT methodology according to their relevance value R and trust
value T. The R values are shown in Table 3.10. These values indicate that F1 and F2
are the most relevant. Next the result of three of the 50 recommendations made with
information from the sources selected by ACQUAINT is shown.
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Three interactions performed to make recommendations
Iteration: 1
F2

F3

F4

Relevance

0.50

0.38

0.34

Trust

0.50

0.50

0.50

Selected sources:

F2, F3

Precision of the recommendations: 0.58
Iteration: 2
F2

F3

F4

Relevance

0.50

0.38

0.34

Trust

0.66

0.66

0.50

Selected sources:

F2, F3

Precision of the recommendations: 0.58
Iteration: 3
F2

F3

F4

Relevance

0.50

0.38

0.34

Trust

0.75

0.75

0.50

Selected sources:

F2, F3, F4

Precision of the recommendations: 0.52
The sources selected in the first recommendation were F2 and F3. The trust of each
of them is 0.5. As this was the first time these sources had been used, there was no
information about whether they are reliable or not. The recommendations were made
with information from F1 plus information from F2 and F3.
Recommendations(F 1 ←− (F 2 + F 3))
Their precision was evaluated using equation 3.12 and the value obtained was 0.58.
For this case study recommendations with a value > 0.50 were considered successful, so
this the firs recommendation made using information from sources F1←− (F2 + F3) was
successful, this information is taking account in the next iteration of the algorithm to
calculate the Trust of these sources. This means, with this result the trust value of F2
and F3 will be higher and therefore selected in the next recommendation.
The results of the 50 recommendations made with information from the selected sources
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Figure 3.16: Recommendation results using the selected sources based on their relevance
and trust

based on their relevance and trust are presented in Figure 3.16. As can be seen, the
recommendations made in all cases except the first two recommendations have resulted in
a precision value of 0.52.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the ACQUAINT methodology, recommendations were
made with the same sources of information selected according to the following criteria:
1. Recommendations with the sources selected based on the relevance value (R) obtained from the intrinsic characteristics.
2. Recommendations with sources selected based on the measure of trust (T).
3. Recommendations only with source F1.
4. Recommendations with all the sources of information, F1, F2, F3 and F4.
5. Recommendations made with the optimal combination of sources.
The precision of recommendations made with sources selected based on their relevance
value (R) are shown in Figure 3.17. Many of the recommendations made resulted in a
precision value < 0.5.
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Figure 3.17: Recommendation results using the selected sources based on their relevance

Figure 3.18 shows the precision of recommendations made with sources selected based
on their trust value (T). The precision values indicate that more precise recommendations
were made with sources selected according to T than with recommendations based on R.
Figure 3.19 includes three other criteria: the precision obtained when making recommendations with information only from source F1; the precision of the recommendations
made with information from all the sources of information; and the precision achieved
with the optimal combination of sources . The optimal combination of sources in each of
the iterations was found making recommendations, adding information from the sources
and taking the combination with the highest precision.
As can be observed in the graph, recommendations made only with information from
source F1 have a lower precision value than those made with the addition of information
from other sources. However, adding information from all the sources is not optimal;
the ideal would be to find the optimal combination of sources to make recommendations
with better precision. In environments where the number of sources available is excessive,
performing an exhaustive search for the optimal combination adds more complexity to
the system. Using the source selection algorithm based on its relevance and trust, recommendations whose precision approaches that obtained making recommendations with the
optimal combination of sources can be made.
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Figure 3.18: Experiment 1 - Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their trust

Experiment 2
Fifty more recommendations were made with the same sources but with different characteristics. As the information contained in them has changed, the values of the characteristics in each one of them have also changed. Table 3.12 shows the values of each of the
characteristics obtained after applying the equations defined in Section 3.2.1. This table
also shows the relevance of each of the sources.
Fifty recommendations were made. Each of them was made with information from
sources selected by the ACQUAINT methodology. The sources were selected according to
F1

F2

F3

F4

Completeness
Diversity
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

1,00
0,50
0,63
0,79
1,00

0,56
0,30
0,90
0,33
0,40

0,79
0,65
0,40
0,65
0,30

0,35
0,56
0,70
0,45
0,30

R(s)

0,39

0,25

0,28

0,24

Table 3.11: Experiment 2 - Characteristics and relevance value (R) of sources
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Figure 3.19: Experiment 1 - Evaluation of the results

their relevance value R and their trust value T. The results of these 50 recommendations
are presented in Figure 3.20.
As can be observed in the graph, this set of values of characteristics produced better
results in terms of the precision of the recommendations than with the characteristics of
Experiment 1. This is also demonstrated in Figure 3.21 which shows the precision of the
recommendations made with the sources selected based on their relevance value (R). Many
of the recommendations made resulted in a precision value > 0.5.
Figure 3.22 shows the precision of recommendations made with sources selected based
on their trust value (T). The precision of most of the recommendations is above the value
of 0, 5.
The graph of Figure 3.23 is used to compare the precision of recommendations made
with sources selected by ACQUAINT and the precision of recommendations made only
with information from source F1, information from all the sources and information from
the optimal combination of sources.
In this case, the graph also indicates that recommendations made only with information
from source F1 produce less precise results than if the recommendations are made with
the addition of information from various sources. The most precise recommendations
were obtained with information from the optimal combination of sources. However, the
precision obtained when making the recommendations with the sources selected based on
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Figure 3.20: Experiment 2- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their relevance and trust

R and T closely approaches or is equal to that obtained with the optimal combination of
sources.

Experiment 3
In experiment 3 another set of characteristics from the same sources has been tested. Table
3.12 shows the values for each of the characteristics obtained when applying the equations
defined in Section 3.2.1. The table also shows the relevance of each of these sources.
Fifty recommendations were made. Each one of them was made with information from
F1

F2

F3

F4

Completeness
Diversity
Frequency
Timeliness
Relevant Attributes

1,00
0,50
0,63
0,79
1,00

0,15
0,12
0,90
0,23
0,40

0,79
0,65
0,40
0,65
0,30

0,32
0,15
0,70
0,24
0,30

R(s)

0,39

0,19

0,28

0,18

Table 3.12: Experiment 3 - Characteristics and relevance value (R) of sources
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Figure 3.21: Experiment 2- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their relevance

sources selected by the ACQUAINT methodology based on their relevance value R and
their trust value T. The results of these 50 recommendations are presented in Figure 3.24.
The precision of the recommendations made with the sources selected based on their
relevance value (R) is shown in Figure 3.25. With this set of characteristics all the recommendations obtained a very high precision value (> 0, 5), although the curve shows
unstable behaviour. This behaviour is also evident in Figure 3.26 where the precision of
the recommendations made with the sources selected based on their trust value (T) is
presented.
The graph in Figure 3.27 is used to compare the precision of the recommendations made
with the sources selected by ACQUAINT and the precision of the recommendations made
with: only information from source F1; information from all the sources; and information
from the optimal combination of sources.
In this case, the graph also indicates that the recommendations made with information
from source F1 obtains less precise results than if the recommendations are made with
a combination of information from different sources. The most precise recommendations
were obtained with information from the optimal combination of sources. However, the
precision obtained when making the recommendations with the selected sources based on
R and T is the same as that obtained with the optimal combination of sources.
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Figure 3.22: Experiment 2- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their trust

In the three experiments and with different values of measurement, it has been proven
that the precision of recommendations made with a combination of information from
sources based on R and T are equal to or come close enough to the maximal precision
obtained with the information obtained from the optimal combination of available sources.

3.3.3

Conclusion

In Recommender field has been many advances in research. But despite all this research,
improvements need to be made to recommender systems in order to make the recommendations more effective and applicable to real life [Adomavicius, 2005]. The success of a
recommendation method depends on the amount of data available to make the evaluations. The lack of data gives rise to the so-called ”cold start” problems when there is no
user data with which to make the first recommendation and the problem of ”Sparsity”
when there is insufficient user preference data in relation to a product in order to make
recommendations to the user [Stuart et al., 2002].
The search for and selection of relevant and trustworthy sources that allow us to get
more user information to make better recommendations is one of the subjects analyzed in
this chapter. A new methodology has been proposed for that purpose. The new methodology denominated ”ACQUAINT” aims to improve the precision of recommendations and
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Figure 3.23: Experiment 2 - Evaluation of the results

to solve the problem of lack user’s information. Many existing approaches use explicit information that the user gives about his/her preferences and interests. ACQUAINT shows
a new way to obtain this information which uses characteristics of the source to know
whether it can provide with such information, or not. The characteristics represent relevant information contained in the sources such as the quantity of users in the source,
demographic information, frequency of the interaction, timeliness of the information and
number of relevant attributes. A relevance value has been defined based on these characteristics to select the most relevant source. The user preferences are established from the
selected sources to make the recommendation.
First, the methodology has been used with three recommender methods: RFM, CBF
and FC obtaining good results. Data from retail domain was used in this case study.
The results of the recommendation made by using the three methods have been analysed.
The precision of the recommendations based on selected sources by ACQUAINT is better
than when used all available information sources. This confirms that the characteristics
are representative of the information contained in sources and are good criteria to choose
a source. However, when we have tested the methodology in the second study case,
we have noticed that we need other criteria to select sources because the precision of
recommendations in this case is no so good. Some time the sources selected based on
their relevance result in lower precision. So, the selection process is needs to know the
result of the past recommendation made by using a source, this information allow to know
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Figure 3.24: Experiment 3- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their relevance and trust

if a source is trustworthy or not to be used in a recommendation. A trust measure has
been applied to obtain the reliability of sources. The results obtained in this case study
confirm that when using information from relevant and trustworthy sources, the obtained
precision is equal or become closer to the highest precision.
In short, two case studies showing the performance of the methodology when using relevant and trustworthy information sources in recommender systems have been presented,
obtaining good results. However, this chapter has left some questions that the following
chapter covers. Our proposed methodology has been applied to obtain user information
stored in structured sources. Next chapter provides a technique to retrieve unstructured
user’s information available on web pages. Once this information is, the ACQUAINT
methodology can be applied.
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Figure 3.25: Experiment 3- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their relevance

Figure 3.26: Experiment 3- Recommendation results using the selected sources based on
their trust
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Figure 3.27: Experiment 3 - Evaluation of the results
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Chapter 4
User’s Reviews Retrieval (URR)
Obtaining evaluations from users is another of the problems recommender systems have to
tackle in order to produce more effective recommendations [Adomavicius, 2005]. In the
previous chapter, we presented a methodology that enables the system to select the data
sources that may have information about these users in order to improve the precision
of the recommendations. This methodology has been tried out in structured data sources.
However, there are internet-based sources of non-structured data (i.e. such data is available
on the Internet) that contain useful information for recommender systems. One problem
when applying ACQUAINT methodology to these kinds of sources is how to structure this
information. In this chapter, we present a mechanism for retrieving and structuring the
user preference data that is available in webpages

4.1

Introduction

Rather than completing forms with rating values, many consumers prefer to use natural
language and express their opinions about the product in a free text form, similar to a conversation with a friend. In the online world, there are several popular ways for consumers to
exchange their experiences with a product [Dellarocas, 2003] [Curien et al., 2006] - product
review forums, virtual community logs, product discussion boards and e-commerce sites.
There is growing evidence that such forums inform and influence consumers’ purchase
decisions [Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2003] [Senecal and Nantel, 2004]. Decision-makers use
advice from an expert either to increase their decision accuracy or to reduce their effort
expenditure [Schrah et al., 2006]. Despite the importance and value of such information,
there is no comprehensive mechanism that formalizes:
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• The process of selection and retrieval of opinions, and
• The utilization of retrieved opinions.
Part of the problem resides in the complexity of extracting information from text data
and converting it into product recommendation. Adomavicius provided an overview of recent developments in recommender systems [Adomavicius, 2005]. According to this review,
the recommender systems that utilize review comments using text mining techniques are
yet to be developed. Ricci [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006] [Wietsma and Ricci, 2005] proposed
to utilize review comments for product description and user behaviour study. He believed
the review comments could be widely used in recommender systems and result in better
recommendations. Ricci and Wietsma [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006] [Wietsma and Ricci, 2005]
so far seem to be the only recommender system that integrates reviews in the recommendation process. The authors use product reviews in the product selection decision process
for a mobile recommender system. They employ social-filtering algorithms to extract
knowledge from the reviews. The main aim of their system is to improve the explanation
of the recommendation providing the relevant reviews of users with similar tastes. The
reviews are used to give explanations of the recommendations, but they are not used to
make recommendations. This chapter addresses the problem of utilisation of consumer
opinion about products, expressed online in a free text form in order to generate product
recommendations. Figure 4.1 shows the overall process structure of the proposed recommender system. The realisation of this process structure requires the completion of several
tasks, including:
• The development of an information representation structure using the quality/feature
ontology.
• The implementation of a text mining algorithm for mapping automatically the information from the reviews into the information structure of the ontology.
• The development of a ranking mechanism that computes the rating of a product
using the information from the consumer reviews stored in the ontology.
• The development of a recommender mechanism, which computes recommendations
in response to a user request.
The process collects relevant product consumer reviews and builds a collection of relevant reviews. Technically, the procedure for collection of product reviews follows the algorithms for automated news extraction from news sites developed in [Zhang and Simoff, 2006].
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Figure 4.1: Process to integrate the information from different sources using ontology
mappings

Once the product opinions mining base is populated, we employ text mining techniques
to extract useful information from review comments. In order to make reviews information useful for the recommendation process, it has to be translated into a structured form
and communicated to the recommender process in a form suitable for generating recommendations. We have developed and employed an ontology to translate opinions’ quality
and content into a form suitable for utilisation by the recommender process. The ontology
contains two main parts: Opinion Quality and Product Quality, which summarise the consumer skill level and the consumer experience with the product in the review, respectively.
The text mining process maps the review comments into the ontology. A ranking mechanism operates with over the data stored in the ontology. It prioritises that information
with respect to the consumer level of expertise in using the product in consideration. The
recommendation is made based on the data in the ontology. Therefore, the recommendation quality depends on the accurate mapping of the proper knowledge from the semantic
features in the review comments into the ontology structure. The major contribution of
this work is the overall framework for automating the utilisation of consumer reviews, and
its individual components. Where possible it utilises existing algorithms (for example, in
the text mining process), as the goal of the reported work is to demonstrate the strengths
of the overall approach.

4.2

Representation of the consumer reviews

The goal of this step is to find a suitable tool for extracting the information contained in
the text and converting it into structured data. Identifying an appropriate representation
of consumer opinions that can be used in the system is a key problem. One way to convert
these opinions to a structured form is to use translation ontology, which is typically used
as a form of knowledge representation and sharing. Review comments are firstly mapped
into ontologies to allow the ranking calculations become possible. In this application, the
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the ontology used in the recommendation from consumer opinions
applications

ontology contains two main parts: Opinion Quality and Product Quality, which summarize
the consumer skill level and the consumer experience with the product in the review,
respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the general structure of the ontology. The Opinion Quality
includes several variables to measure the opinion provider’s expertise in the product. The
Product Quality represents the opinion provider’s valuation of the product features, which
is highly domain specific.

4.3

Mapping review comments into ontology instances

Ontology provides a controlled vocabulary and relationship to describe the consumer skill
level and the consumer experience with the product in the review comment in the system.
The classes and relationships in the ontology are only required to be defined once and
can be used until the products have new features. Each review comment is represented
as an ontology instance. The mapping of the ontology instances in manual way is a
tedious and time consuming job. This section describes a methodology to create ontology
instances automatically using text mining techniques. As the ontology has been defined,
the mapping process includes the identification of both the classes involved in the instance
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and their attributes. The mapping process is composed by two steps:
1. Sentence selection and classification: This step identifies the class attributes. In
the user valuation from the text data, each feature from the comment is assigned
either ”Good” or ”Bad”. Therefore, the sentences in the review are selected and
classified into three categories: ”Good” comments, ”Bad” comments and ”Quality”.
”Quality” category contains the sentences that indicate the opinion quality.
2. Concept identification: Once the relevant sentences are selected, this step identifies
the classes that the selected sentences belong to. The concepts which implicated in
the sentences determine the classes in the ontology, are identified by related words
used as synonymous of the concept.
The next sections detail both steps of the mapping process.

4.3.1

Sentence selection and classification

Under the text mining paradigm, each sentence is treated as a document in this application. To group review sentences into ”Good”, ”Bad” and ”Quality”, shallow parser
was firstly considered as an analyzer tool. However, most of parsers give complicate and
incorrect results. Furthermore, each document is very short. Classification algorithms
based on term frequencies do not provide satisfaction results either. Therefore, rule based
classification techniques are employed. As described in previous section, three categories
have been defined to classify the sentences: ”Quality”, ”Good” and ”Bad”. ”Quality”
category groups those sentences that contain information about the skill of the consumer.
”Good” category groups those sentences that contain information about some features
that consumer has valuated as the strengths of the product. ”Bad” category groups those
sentences that contain information about some features that the consumer considers as
weaknesses of the product.
At this stage, the work has been focused on providing the overall concept of utilizing
text mining for automatic mapping of review comments into ontology instances. Hence, we
employed an off-the-shelf text mining kits. The Text-Miner Software Kit (TMSK) and the
Rule Induction Kit for Text (RIKTEXT) have been used to obtain the classification rule
sets [Weiss et al., 2004]. TMSK generates a dictionary from a set of documents (sentences
in our case) and converts a set of sentences into sparse vectors based on the dictionary.
The dictionary and the vectors representing each category are used by RIKTEXT for
learning a classifier. RIKTEXT is a complete software package for learning decision rules
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from document collections. The rules are induced automatically from data. The output
is a rule set of classification of ”Good” ”Bad” and ”Quality” category from training data.
Opinions of 68 reviews about the digital camera: Canon PowerShot SD500 (Digital IXUS
700) from www.dpreview.com web have been used to create the training data set. Each
sentence of each review is treated as a document. 195 sentences have been obtained for
the ”Good” category, 127 sentences for ”Bad” category and 47 sentences for ”Quality”
category. The available data have been spited into training and tests portions. Test cases
are selected randomly in RIKTEXT and we specified how many cases should be used for
testing. We choose two-thirds of the available cases for training and the rest for testing.
The results are presented in Table 4.1
As can be seen, it displays a number of rule sets. Each rule set is numbered under
the column ”RSet”. A ”*” delineates the rule set with the minimum error rate. A ”**”
indicates the best rule set according to the error rate and simplicity. ”Rules” is the number
of rules in the rule set. ”Vars” indicates the total number of conjuncts in the left-hand-side
of the rules. The column ”Train Err” gives the error-rate of the rule sets on the training
data. ”Test Err” is an error-rate estimate and Test SD is the standard deviation of the
estimate. ”Mean Var” is the average number of variables of the resampled rule set that
approximates in size the rule set for the full data. ”Err/Var” gives an indication of the
quality of the solution. The chosen rules are those that have minimum error rate or are
very close to the minimum but may be simpler than the minimum (**). Precision, recall
and f-measure obtained from training and test cases are shown at the end of the table.
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the rule sets obtained from classification of ”Bad” and ”Quality”
categories, respectively.

4.3.2

Concept identification

Once the sentences have been classified into one of the categories, the concept (class) in
the ontology implicated in the sentence is needed to be identified. Each concept in the
ontology contains a label name and a related word list. A related word list of a concept
contains vocabulary (a set of keywords) through which the concept can be matched with
one sentence in the comments. Table 4.4 shows the related word list defined for this
problem. For example related word for the concept ”Comparison” found in reviews can
be ”compare, compared, equal, same, etc”.
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Table of pruned rule sets
(* = minimum error; ** = within 0-SE of minimum error)
RSet Rules Vars Train Err Test Err Test SD
1
32
34
0.1696
0.3171
0.0420
2**
30
31
0.1736
0.3171
0.0420
3
29
29
0.1795
0.3333
0.0425
4
24
24
0.2091
0.3659
0.0434
5
22
22
0.2249
0.3496
0.0430
6
1
1
0.2308
0.4715
0.0450
Random test cases: 123 (33.3 %)

MeanVar
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Err/Var
0.00
0.67
2.00
3.00
4.00
0.14

Selected rule set
1. fast >= 1 − − > gd
2. results −− > gd
3. good >= 1 − − > gd
4. nice −− > gd
5. overall −− > gd
6. pocketable −− > gd
7. great −− > gd
8. use >= 1 − − > gd
9. underwater >= 2 − − > gd
10. problems AND no −− > gd
11. function −− > gd
12. like >= 1 − − > gd
13. better >= 1 − − > gd
14. speed −− > gd
15. compact −− > gd
16. pocket −− > gd
17. ps >= 1 − − > gd
18. love −− > gd
19. user −− > gd
20. sd500 −− > gd
21. quality >= 1 − − > gd
22. small −− > gd
23. able −− > gd
24. sd −− > gd
25. far −− > gd
26. photos −− > gd
27. shots −− > gd
28. really >= 1 − − > gd
29. mode >= 1 − − > gd
30. [TRUE] −− > gd
Statistics results
Training Cases: precision:71.6049 recall:89.2308 f-measure:79.4521
Test Cases:
precision:67.5676 recall:76.9231 f-measure:71.9424

Table 4.1: Table of pruned rule sets for ”Good Category”
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Table of pruned rule sets
(* = minimum error; ** = within 0-SE of minimum error)
RSet Rules Vars Train Err Test Err Test SD
1
25
28
0.1731
0.3710
0.0434
2
25
27
0.1755
0.3710
0.0434
3
24
25
0.1779
0.3468
0.0427
4
20
20
0.2043
0.3065
0.0414
5
14
14
0.2500
0.2742
0.0401
6
12
12
0.2740
0.2661
0.0397
7
10
10
0.3029
0.2661
0.0397
8**
9
9
0.3221
0.2581
0.0393
9
8
8
0.3438
0.2742
0.0401
10
7
7
0.3678
0.2823
0.0404
11
1
1
0.3870
0.6532
0.0427
Random test cases: 124 (33.3 % )

MeanVar
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Err/Var
0.00
1.00
1.50
2.20
3.17
5.00
6.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
1.33

Selected rule set
1. purple >= 1 − − > bd
2. iso >= 1 − − > bd
3. manual −− > bd
4. problem >= 1 − − > bd
5. battery >= 1 − − > bd
6. not −− > bd
7. lcd −− > bd
8. no −− > bd
9. [TRUE] −− > bd
Statistics results
Training Cases: precision:73.0159 recall:54.1176 f-measure:62.1622
Test Cases:
precision:70.3704 recall:44.1860 f-measure:54.2857

Table 4.2: Table of pruned rule sets for ”Bad Category”
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Table of pruned rule sets
(* = minimum error; ** = within 0-SE of minimum error)
RSet Rules Vars Train Err Test Err Test SD
1
20
34
0.0422
0.1371
0.0309
2
17
28
0.0552
0.1290
0.0301
3
13
18
0.0779
0.1774
0.0343
4
9
9
0.1104
0.1371
0.0309
5**
7
7
0.1299
0.1129
0.0284
6
6
6
0.1396
0.1210
0.0293
7
5
5
0.1558
0.1371
0.0309
8
4
4
0.1818
0.1371
0.0309
9
3
3
0.2143
0.1210
0.0293
10
2
2
0.2500
0.1290
0.0301
11
1
1
0.3019
0.1290
0.0301
Random test cases: 124 (33.3 %)

MeanVar
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Err/Var
0.00
0.67
0.70
1.22
3.00
3.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
11.00
16.00

Selected rule set
1. own −− > ql
2. bought −− > ql
3. digital −− > ql
4. powershot −− > ql
5. cameras >= 1 − − > ql
6. sony >= 1 − − > ql
7. [TRUE] −− > ql
Statistics results
Training Cases: precision:74.0741 recall:64.5161 f-measure:68.9655
Test Cases:
precision:60.0000 recall:37.5000 f-measure:46.1538

Table 4.3: Table of pruned rule sets for ”Quality Category”
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Features

Synonymous

autosetting
battery
button
button
camera
camera
camera
camera
card
card
card
card
color balance
color balance
color balance
color balance
comparison
comparison
comparison
comparison
comparison
.........

auto setting
battery
butoons
button
camera
feature
features
functions
card
cf-card
sd
sd-card
color balance
colour balance
consistent balance
white balance
compare
compared
comparison
equal
same
...........

Table 4.4: Related word for each concept in the ontology
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Notes on implementation

The ontology was created manually to ensure that it is complete and well-defined. However, mapping the ontology instances from review comments is fully automatic after the
training process. Similar to other classification applications, collection and labelling training examples for sentence classification are manual processes. Once the system has been
trained, it automatically classifies a sentence into either ”Good” or ”Bad” category. In
the concept identification step, the synonym database was created manually. The concept
is identified automatically if a keyword in the database is identified in the sentence.

4.4

Recommendation using consumer’s reviews

The review comments are firstly mapped into an ontology to make the ranking calculations possible. Since it has been explained in the Section 2, the ontology contains two
main parts: Opinion Quality, which summarise the consumer skill level and the consumer
experience with the product in the review, respectively. A set of measures: Opinion Quality (OQ), Feature Quality (FQ), Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) and Overall Assessment
(OA) are computed based on the data in the ontology. Opinion Quality (OQ) is defined
to evaluate the weighting value of opinions according to the opinion provider’s expertise.
Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) is the global valuation of the feature from all reviews, which
is calculated from the Feature Quality (FQ) value of individual comment. Overall Assessment (OA) provides a final score of the product based on the valuation of each feature.
The recommendation in response to a user request is given based on these measurements.
The recommendation is made based on the review comments that are summarised by an
Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) value for each feature. In the next sections are detailed
the calculation of these measures.

4.4.1

Rating the consumer skill level

The review comments were given by people with diverse experience and skill levels. In
general, people who have longer history of using the product can provide more professional
opinions. Therefore, these diverse opinions should not be treated equally. The opinions
from more experienced people should be taken in account to a greater extent than those
from people with little knowledge of the product. Opinion Quality (OQ) is defined to
evaluate the weighting value of opinions according to the opinion providers’ expertise.
Definition 1. Opinion Quality (OQ) is the sum of the weight wj , given for each
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variable j representing the skills and experiences of consumer i divided by the number
of variables representing the information about consumer’s skill and expertise provided in
the ontology.
Pn
OQi =

j

wij

n

(4.1)

The Opinion Quality is calculated by the values stored in the corresponding part of
the ontology. An Opinion Quality value is calculated for each piece of comment.

4.4.2

Product quality ranking

The product is ranked according to the consumer comments for each feature. Due to the
difficulties of quantification of user valuation from texture data, each feature from the
comment can only be assigned either ”Good” or ”Bad”, which is calculated as ”1” or
”-1” respectively. For each feature, a Feature Quality is calculated, which is a function of
consumer valuation and Opinion Quality.
Definition 2. Feature Quality (FQ): The quality value for each feature f of the product
in a review is the rating multiply by the Opinion Quality value of the consumer

F Qf = r ∗ OQi

4.4.3

(4.2)

Selection of the relevant opinion and making recommendations in response to a user request

When a user requests the evaluation of a particular product based on certain features, the
Overall Feature Quality is calculated from the reviews that contain the valuation of this
feature.
Definition 3. Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) is the global valuation of the feature
from all reviews, which is calculated by the average value of Feature Quality.
P
(Scalingf actor ∗ F Q)
OF Qf =
N umberof Opinions

(4.3)

Here Scaling Factor is used to do the minor adjustment of the user valuation, which
can be set to:
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Scalingf actor =

1
n

(4.4)

n is the number of all the features rated by the consumer. Each review rated different
number of features so n could be different. To provide the user with a comprehensive
valuation of the product quality in related to the requested features, an Overall Assessment
score is defined.
Definition 4. Overall Assessment (OA) provides a final score of the product based
on the valuation of each feature. It is calculated as the sum of all OFQ (calculated by
equation 4.3) multiplied by the Importance Index.

OA =

X

OF Q ∗ ImportanceIndex

(4.5)

The Importance Index measures the different influence of the features to consumer’s
decision making, which can be assigned in two ways: according to the importance of the
feature expressed in the user request or by the frequency that the features have been rated
in the consumer reviews.

4.5

Study Case

In this section, we present the different steps that must be considered in order to offer a recommendation about digital camera in response to a user request. Example was conducted
using digital cameras. Data from the Digital Photography Review (www.dpreview.com)
were chosen.
Each day consumers visit this page to rate and add opinions about different digital
cameras. Firstly, we explain how the ontology has been defined and the reviews is mapping
into the ontology.

4.5.1

Representation of the consumer reviews - Digital camera ontology

First of all, we define an ontology. In this research, an ontology has been developed for
digital camera domain (See Figure 4.3). Each concept in the ontology was obtained analyzing the reviews from the consumers of different digital cameras from www.dpreview.com.
Consumers can choose any digital camera and rate it on a scale of half start to four starts.
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Figure 4.3: Digital camera ontology

They can also write free form text reviews about the camera. For the construction of
digital camera reviews ontology, first was made a list of all possible objects necessary to
cover given cameras reviews. This possible list should include different digital cameras
such as Canon, Sony, etc. Furthermore, different cameras can be qualified by features
such as size, zoom, lens, quality picture, etc. This information is represented by the concept ”Features”. And the different consumer’s reviews can be qualified by opinions from
beginners, professionals and by the level of expertise using digital cameras.

4.5.2

Mapping a review comment into an ontology

Once the ontology has been defined, it is necessary to match the information of the review
with the ontology. We now show a new mapping to map the information into the ontology.
Example was conducted using the review shows in Figure 4.4. The next sections describe
the classification process applied to the new review.
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Figure 4.4: Review from Digital Photography Review (www.dpreview.com)used in the
example

Classify each Sentence into One of ”Good”,” Bad” and” Quality” Category

The set of rules obtained in the section 3 is applied to each sentence of the new review
to classify it into one category. For example the first sentence has been classified into the
Good category. The second sentence has been classified into the Quality category as it is
illustrated next:
Sentence 1: You cant take a photo unless you are carrying a camera and this
is a good one to carry all the time!
Goods rules: rule 26
Bad rules: none
Quality rules: none
Classification:GOOD
Sentence 2: I have owned most IXUS cameras since the first - Just traded
my Ixus 700 on this one (an Ixus 65 but still have an Ixus 40)
Goods rules: none
Bad rules: none
Quality rules: rule 5
Classification:QUALITY
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Figure 4.5: Mapped ontology from consumer review comment

Finding the Concept Represented in the Sentence
For each sentence that is in the ”Good” or ”Bad” categories, the mapping feature of this
sentence is found by searching the keywords that are in the related word list. For example
in the first sentence, that has been classified as a good opinion. Also, a word has been
found, which is related to the concept ”size”. We suppose that the size of the camera
is good for a customer so is assigned the value good for the feature size in the ontology.
Follow are show some cases of the concept identification made in the case study:
Sentence 1: You cant take a photo unless you are carrying
a camera and this is a good one to carry all the time!
Classification:GOOD
Concepts: size (related word: carry)
Sentence 14: This is my ”main” camera - and while there are times
when I want a longer or wider lens I would not be draging along the big
camera that they are attached to.
Classification:BAD
Concepts: lens (related word: lens)
Figure 4.5 shows the mapping of the new review into the predefined ontology.
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Figure 4.6: Ontology instances mapped from consumer reviews

4.5.3

Computing the recommendation

In this section, detail calculations of the recommendation in response to user request are
given. Figure 4.6 shows 10 ontology instances mapped from review comments, which are
used for the recommendation calculations in the example.

Obtaining the Opinion Quality (OQ)
The Opinion Quality is calculated by equation 4.1 in Section 4.2. Table 4.5 presents the
weighting value of each variable defined in the equation.
The OQ values for each consumer in Table 4.5 are:
OQjohn =

0.5+0.7+0.7+0.5
4

OQkaren =

= 0.6

0.9+0.9+0.9+0.3
4

OQJames =

0.5+0.5+0.3
3

OQLaura =

0.5+0.7+0.7+0.5
4

= 0.75

= 0.43
= 0.6
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Consumer skill

Consumer experience
Time to use this camera

Time to use digital Camera

Number of different cameras

Value

Weight(wi )

Beginner
Advanced
Professional

0.5
0.7
0.9

Day
Week
Month
Year
Day
Week
Month
Year
One
Two
Three
(+)Three

0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9

Table 4.5: Variables representing the consumer level expertise in using a digital
camera
OQAndy =

0.9+0.7+0.9+0.7
4

OQBernat =

0.5+0.7+0.7+0.5
4

OQAmadeus =
OQM icky =

= 0.6

0.5+0.7+0.7+0.3
4

0.9+0.5+0.5+0.3
4

OQCarmen =
OQBenn =

= 0.8

0.7+0.5
2

= 0.55

= 0.55

= 0.6

0.5+0.7+0.7+0.7
4

= 0.65

With the calculated values, the best opinion came from Andy: note that Andy is a
professional photographer; he has used digital cameras for longer period of time than the
other consumers in the sample and he has used three different cameras. This information
leads to the assumption that Andy’s opinion is the most valuable opinion within the
sample.
As it is shown in Equation 4.1, the Opinion Quality is calculated as the average of the
four variables. In the case of missing information on one or more variables, the Opinion
Quality is calculated as the average of the remaining variables. In the worst case that
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Consumer
Camera

John
SonyW70

OQJohn
Size
Interface
Documentation
Zoom

0.6
good
bad
good
good

Table 4.6: Information about John’s opinion
Consumer
Camera

John
SonyW70

OQJohn
F QSize
F QInterf ace
F QDocumentation
F QZoom

0.6
0.6
-0.6
0.6
0.6

Table 4.7: Feature Quality (FQ) for each feature rated by John
none of the information is available, the Opinion Quality is set to be the average of the
lowest possible values of all variables, which is 0.35(= (0.3 + 0.3 + 0.3 + 0.4)/4) according
to table 4.5.

Obtaining the Feature Quality (FQ)
Feature Quality (FQ) value for each feature rated by the consumers is also calculated. For
example as shown in Table 4.6, John gave the value ”good” or ”bad” for each feature of
the digital camera SonnyW70 and his OQ value is 0.6.
As described in previous sections, by assigning the value 1 for ”good” and -1 for ”bad”
in equation 2, the Feature Quality for each feature in John’s opinion are calculated, as
shown in Table 4.7.
The same process has been applied to all consumers. The OQ and FQ for each review comment are calculated offline to achieve quick response to the user requests. The
recommender system requires from the user to input the model of the camera he (she)
is interested and selects the features that he (she) is most concern. The features in the
selection panel are the same set of features that is covered by the ontology.
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4.5.4

Making a recommendation

A user request ”I would like to know if SonyW70 is a good camera, specifically
its interface and battery consumption” is presented. Three keywords (SonyW70, interface and battery) can be identified. Firstly, only the opinions for SonyW70 are selected.
Observing in Figure 4.6, there are three opinions about SonyW70’s cameras: John’s opinion, Karen’s opinion and James’s opinion. Then the OFQ of each feature is calculated
using equation 4.3.
OF Qinterf ace = 12 ( 14 ∗ (−0.6) +
OF Qbattery =

1
4

1
4

∗ (−0.75)) = −0.165

∗ 0.75 = 0.18

The Overall Assessment for the digital camera SonyW70 based on the two features
requested is obtained using equation 4.5. The Importance Index was calculated in two
ways. For the case of using the importance index from the user request where the user
has expressed that the interface is more important than the battery, so the value of 1 is
assigned for interface and 0.5 for battery. Using these values the OA for SonyW70 camera
is:
OA = −0.165 ∗ 1 + 0.18 ∗ 0.5 = −0.075
In the case of no user preference is given, the importance index are calculated based
on the frequency of the feature being reviewed:

ImportanceIndex =

n
N

(4.6)

Where n is the number of times that the feature appears in the reviews and N is the
total number of reviews. Using equation 4.6, the OA for SonyW70 camera is:
ImportanceIndexInterf ace =
ImportanceIndexBattery =

6
10

2
10

= 0.6

= 0.2

OA = −0.165 ∗ 0.6 + 0.18 ∗ 0.2 = −0.063
Assigned the value ”Good” for OA and OFQ > 0 and ”Bad” for OA and OFQ < 0
the SonyW70 camera is ”Bad” according to consumers’ opinions. The response for the
user request is shown in Figure 4.7. The best camera with the features the user concern is
also recommended. The same process is applied to all other cameras review. CanonA630
is recommended considering this information. The complete recommendation is show in
Figure 4.8).
The analysis of the experimental results was carried out with 195 ”Good” comments,
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Figure 4.7: Final recommendation answer to the user request generated from consumer’s
opinios about digital cameras

127 ”Bad” comments and 47 ”Quality” comments from 68 user reviews of digital cameras.
The following conclusions about the mapping process can be drawn.
• The comments used in the example are all for one model of camera (Canon PowerShot SD500). The recall and precision measures can be further improved in the
classification process by using multiple models.
• ”Good” category contains more training data than other categories so it achieved
the best results amongst.
• There are some long and complicated sentences that cannot be classified into any
category. These sentences should be broken into several short sentences before the
classification.
Despite of these issues, the results obtained are considered good as we can accurately
map a large portion of a review into the predefined ontology.

4.6

Experiments using a real case study

In this section, we describe the results of a real case with 33 people from various different
countries such as Spain, Colombia, Mexico, Argentina, Russia, Germany, Belgium and
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Figure 4.8: Recommendation in response for a user request from consumers’ opinions

Rumania. There were 13 women and 20 men with ages ranging from 23 to 44 whose are
working or studying in the University of Girona. The objective of this experiment was to
test the potential of recommendations made using information based on other web users’
opinions about digital cameras.
There were three parts to the study: (i) obtaining information from opinions, (ii)
calculating the recommendation in response to the user’s requests and (iii) evaluating the
recommendation. To obtain the data, user opinions on digital cameras were collected
from the website www.dpreview.com, and then text mining techniques were applied, as
described in previous sections, resulting in ontologies representing the opinion of each one
of the users about a digital camera.
Using this data, and having analysed the requests made by the 33 users, the recommendation was calculated using measures of Opinion Quality, Feature Quality, Overall
Feature Quality and Overall Assessment. The third part consisted of the user filling in a
questionnaire designed to reveal how satisfied they were with recommendation they were
given.
We will discuss each one of these parts in more detail in the following sections. First
we will clarify two things. We will call the users of the system to which a digital camera
was recommended, the ”user-system”, while the users who provided opinions and from
whom we obtained digital camera evaluations will be called ”user-reviewers”.
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Figure 4.9: Inputs and outputs for classifier consumer’s reviews process

4.6.1

Obtaining the opinion of the users

The goal of this study is to investigate the potential of our system in making recommendations when nothing is known about the ”user-system” (very cold start), i.e., when the
user is a new user of the system and this is the first time that a digital camera has been
recommended to him. The camera recommended in this situation is the one which is most
highly evaluated by other users and which most closely responds to the request made.
To get user opinions on digital cameras, text mining was carried out using opinions on
200 cameras of 19 different brands: Canon, Casio, Epson, Fujifilm, HP, Kodak, Konica,
Kyocera, Leica, Minolta, Nikon, Olympus, Panasonic, Pentax, Ricoh, Samsung, Sanyo,
Sony and Toshiba.
Text mining was carried out for each one of the cameras, obtaining a set of rules for
each one of the categories: Good, Bad and Quality for each camera. Figure 4.9 shows the
software input used to obtain this set of rules: TMSK and RIKTEXT. For example, the
following rules were obtained for classifying the opinions on the Kodak EasyShare V610
camera.
This set of rules was obtained for each one of the cameras. Once the rules were
obtained, each one of the opinions was read and a search made in every sentence to
see if some concept of the ontology exists, using the same method carried out in the
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Selected rule set
1. good >= 1 − − > gd
2. nice −− > gd
3. great >= 1 − − > gd
4. pocket −− > gd
5. easy AND use −− > gd
6. pleased −− > gd
7. best −− > gd
8. zoom >= 1 − − > gd
9. picture >= 1 − − > gd
10. shots >= 1 − − > gd
11. [TRUE] −− > gd

Table 4.8: Rule set to classify the sentences of the Kodak EeasyShare V610 camera
in the Good category

Selected rule set
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

problem >= 1 − − > bd
doesn’t −− > bd
haven’t >= 1 − − > bd
noise −− > bd
no −− > bd
focusing −− > bd
battery −− > bd
[TRUE] −− > bd

Table 4.9: Rule set to classify the sentences of the Kodak EeasyShare V610 camera
in the Bad category

Selected rule set
1.
2.
3.
4.

first >= 1 − − > ql
week −− > ql
best >= 1 − − > ql
[TRUE] −− > ql

Table 4.10: Rule set to classify the sentences of the Kodak EeasyShare V610 camera
in the Quality category
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Figure 4.10: Ontology representing the review of the user albanna about the camera
Kodak V610

case study in section 4.5.2. In this way, an XML ontology was obtained for each userreviewer representing his opinion and experience for a particular digital camera. Figure
4.5.2 shows the ontology obtained when applying text mining to the opinion of the user
named ”alabanna” with regard to the Kodak V610 digital camera. In this ontology, you
can see the ratings given for the camera features such as, for example, that the image
quality is good, but not the battery. It can also be seen, that there is no information on
this person’s skills or experience with the camera.
In this way, ontologies were obtained representing opinions on a digital camera from
each user-reviewer. Using the data contained in the ontologies, Opinion Quality ratings
are calculated. In the specific case of the user ”alabanna”, where there is no data on
his/her ability or experience with the digital camera, the Opinion Quality rating (OQ)
will be computed as the average of the lowest ratings granted to the variables used for
its calculation (Table 4.5) which is OQ = (0.5 + 0.3 + 0.3 + 0.3)/4 = 0.35. The Feature
Quality rating (FQ) is also calculated for each camera feature and for each opinion by the
”user-reviewers”. So far we have - for each one of the cameras - OQ and FQ ratings from
each one of the ”user-reviewers”.
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The ratings for Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) and Overall Assessment (OA) are calculated at the time requests are received from the ”user-system” so that recommendations
can be made to them. In the next section, this process is explained in detail.

4.6.2

Obtaining the recommendations

The user-systems were asked which digital camera they wanted and were able to add
information about what they considered were most important features of the camera or
ask other users for more information about these features. To stimulate participation and
to improve the accuracy and reliability of the information supplied to the system, there
was a prize draw of two digital cameras worth a maximum of USD 520 $. This maximum
becomes a restriction in our system which is apparent in the following situation: The
user-systems made requests for cameras that cost less than 520 $ and the system should
only recommend those that cost less than 520 $. In any case, 65 % of the cameras come
into this category.
The user-systems made requests in various ways, some introducing the brand name of
the camera they wanted, for example, the user named U1 wrote: ”Nikon, 2.5” screen”,
zoom lens”, user U3 asked for a ”Kodak Easy Share V610”, and user U24 wrote, ”I want
a small camera (that fits into my pocket), is lightweight, has at least 8 mp and optical
zoom lens of 3x” while user U26 simply wrote ”an automatic camera”. All the 33 requests
received are listed in Table 4.11:

In response to these requests the recommendations were calculated. For each one of
the requested cameras and depending on the characteristics included in the requests, OFQ
and OA ratings were obtained. The resulting recommendations and the OA ratings of the
cameras requested are listed in Table 4.12:

As you can see, for each one of the users, the system found the highest-rated camera,
i.e., the one with the highest OA (Overall Assessment) rating. Out of all the cameras, the
three with the highest OA ratings, according to all features, are: Kodak P712 (OA=0.256),
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 (OA=0.220) and Canon PowerShot SD800 IS (OA=0.206).
An OA with a positive rating means that most of the user-reviewers for that camera were
happy with many of the camera’s features. In contrast, most of the user-reviewers thought
the features of the camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T50, were not good, leaving it with a
negative OA (OA=-0.285). Hence, when user U4 requested this camera, he was recommended the most highly rated Sony camera with features similar to those he requested.
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”User-System”

request

U1:
U2:
U3:
U4:
U5:
U6:
U7:
U8:
U9:
U10:

camera Nikon, screen 2.5, zoom
camera NIKON Coolpix S10
camera Kodak EASYSHARE V610
camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T50
camera NIKON Coolpix S10, battery and screen
camera Kodak EasyShare P712
camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
camera Canon IXUS 900 TI
camera Canon PowerShot S3 IS
digital Camera: Sensor: CMOS, 8,0 Megapixel Size: 14.8
x 2 2.2mm SLR screen: 1.8 ” TFT Color Shutter speed:
1/4000-30 sec Measures: 12.7 x 6.35 x 9.39 cm. Connections: USB y Video Bateria:Ion-Litio
camera Olympus SP-500 UZ
camera with good optic, speed and screen of 3” or higher
automatic camera that make all
camera Canon Digital Ixus 800 IS
camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
camera SONY Cyber-shot DSC-H2
camera digital
camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
camera Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS
camera Sony DSC-W100
camera digital
camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
camera Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7
small camera,that it be light, 8 mp or higher and optical
zoom de 3x or higher
camera Sony DSC-T10
camera digital
camera Canon IXUS 55
camera CANON EOS 400D
camera Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS
camera Canon PowerShot SD600
camera Kodak EasyShare Z710
camera Canon PowerShot A640
digital camera ultra compact best rated

U11:
U12:
U13:
U14:
U15:
U16:
U17:
U18:
U19:
U20:
U21:
U22:
U23:
U24:
U25:
U26:
U27:
U28:
U29:
U30:
U31:
U32:
U33:

Table 4.11: ”User-System” request
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User: U1 your request was: camera Nikon, screen 2.5, zoom
The Nikon camera most highly rated by the users is Nikon Coolpix P4 We
therefore recommend that you buy this camera.
Overall Assessment of Nikon Coolpix P4 = 0.173

User: U2 your request was: camera NIKON Coolpix S10
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of NIKON Coolpix S10 = 0.011

User: U3 your request was: camera Kodak EASYSHARE V610
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of EASYSHARE V610 = 0.156

User: U4 your request was: camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T50
Most of the users are not happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend the Sony camera best rated and with the feature most similar that
you have requested, this camera is: Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T10
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T50 = -0.285
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-T10 = 0.149

User: U5 your request was: camera NIKON Coolpix S10, battery and
screen
Most of the users are satisfied with the screen of this camera. No opinions
have been given on the battery. In general, most users are happy with many
of the features of this camera. We therefore recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of NIKON Coolpix S10 = 0.011

User: U6 your request was: camera Kodak EasyShare P712
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it. It is one of the three most highly rated cameras.
Overall Assessment of Kodak EasyShare P712 = 0.256

User: U7 your request was: camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5 = 0.112
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User: U8 your request was: camera Canon IXUS 900 TI
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Canon IXUS 900 TI = 0.111

User: U9 your request was: Canon PowerShot S3 IS
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot S3 IS = 0.206

User: U10 your request was: Digital Camera: Sensor: CMOS, 8.0
Megapixel; Size: 14.8x 22.2mm SLR Screen: 1.8 Inches TFT Color
Shutter speed: 1/4000 - 30 sec Measurements:12.7 x 6.35 x 9.39 cm.
Connections: USB i Video Battery: Ion-Litio
No camera priced less than 400 Euro has been found with these features. We
recommend the camera most highly rated by the users and which most closely
meets your requirements. This camera is: Sony DSC-W100
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-W100 = 0.128

User: U11 your request was: Olympus SP-500 UZ
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Olympus SP-500 UZ = 0.134

User: U12 your request was: camera with good optical, faster and
screen of 3” or more
The camera best rated for users according these features is Sony DSC-H5.
We therefore recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-H5 = 0.112

User: U13 your request was: Automatic camera that make all
We recommend to you three of the best rated cameras: Kodak P712, Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 and Canon PowerShot SD800 IS
Overall Assessment of Kodak P712 = 0.256
Overall Assessment of Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 = 0.220
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD800 IS = 0.206
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User: U14 your request was: Canon Digital Ixus 800 IS
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Canon Digital Ixus 800 IS = 0.206

User: U15 your request was: camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5 = 0.112

User: U16 your request was: camera SONY Cyber-shot DSC-H2
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of SONY Cyber-shot DSC-H2 = 0.113

User: U17 your request was: Camera digital
We recommend to you three of the best rated cameras: Kodak P712, Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 and Canon PowerShot SD800 IS
Overall Assessment of Kodak P712 = 0.256
Overall Assessment of Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 = 0.220
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD800 IS = 0.206

User: U18 your request was: camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5 = 0.112

User: U19 your request was: camera Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it. It is one of the three most highly rated cameras.
Overall Assessment of Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS = 0.206

User: U20 your request was: camera Sony DSC-W100
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-W100 = 0.128
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User: U21 your request was: Camera digital
We recommend to you three of the best rated cameras: Kodak P712, Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 and Canon PowerShot SD800 IS
Overall Assessment of Kodak P712 = 0.256
Overall Assessment of Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 = 0.220
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD800 IS = 0.206

User: U22 your request was: camera Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony Cyber-shot DSC-h5 = 0.112

User: U23 your request was: camera Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it. It is one of the three most highly rated cameras.
Overall Assessment of Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 = 0.220

User: U24 your request was: small camera, that it be light, 8 mp or
higher and optical zoom de 3x or higher
The camera best rated for users according these features is Sony DSC-N2
We therefore recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-N2 = 0.152

User: U25 your request was: camera Sony DSC-T10
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-T10 = 0.149

User: U26 your request was: Camera digital
We recommend to you three of the best rated cameras: Kodak P712, Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 and Canon PowerShot SD800 IS
Overall Assessment of Kodak P712 = 0.256
Overall Assessment of Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ7 = 0.220
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD800 IS = 0.206

User: U27 your request was: camera Canon IXUS 55
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it. Overall Assessment of Canon IXUS = 0.053
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User: U28 your request was: camera CANON EOS 400D
No camera priced less than 400 Euro has been found with these features. We
recommend the camera most highly rated by the users and which most closely
meets your requirements. This camera is: Canon PowerShot A640
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot A640 = A640

User: U29 your request was: camera Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it. It is one of the three most highly rated cameras.
Overall Assessment of Canon Digital Ixus 850 IS = 0.206

User: U30 your request was: camera Canon PowerShot SD600
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD600 = 0.122

User: U31 your request was: camera Kodak EasyShare Z710
No opinion about this camera has been found. We recommend the camera
Kodak most highly rated by the users and which most closely meets your requirements. This camera is:Kodak EasyShare P712
Overall Assessment of Kodak EasyShare P712 = 0.256

User: U32 your request was: camera Canon PowerShot A640
Most of the users are happy with the features of this camera. We therefore
recommend that you buy it.
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot A640 = 0.157

User: U33 your request was: Digital camera ultra compact best rated
We recommend to you three of the best rated cameras: Kodak PowerShot
SD800 IS, Kodak V610 and Sony DSC-N2.
Overall Assessment of Canon PowerShot SD800 IS = 0.206
Overall Assessment of Kodak V610 = 0.156
Overall Assessment of Sony DSC-N2 = 0.152

Table 4.12: Recommendation results
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The users who simply requested a digital camera, without specifying features or brand
names, were recommended the aforementioned three most highly-rated cameras, all features considered. Another case worth commenting on is that of user U10 who requested
a digital camera with very specific features such as ”Sensor: CMOS, 8.0 Megapixel; Size:
14.8x 22.2mm; SLR Screen: 1.8 Inches; TFT Colour Shutter speed: 1/4000 -30 sec; Measurements 12.7 x 6.35 x 9.39 cm; Connections: USB and Video Battery: Ion-Lithium”.
No camera with these features is available at a price of less than $ 520 (price is one of the
restrictions of the system), so the camera recommended to him was that which had most
features in common with his/her request and had the highest OA rating.

4.6.3

Evaluating the set of recommendations

In order to evaluate the recommendations, the system uses precision and recall measures
that are used to evaluate the performance of a recommender system [Montaner et al., 2002].
The precision represents the probability that a recommendation is successful, whereas the
recall represents the probability that an item has of being recommended. To get the data
to calculate these values, the user-system, having received their recommendation, are then
asked to fill in a questionnaire with the following questions:
1. Is this camera that you wanted?
2. Is the camera that you requested?
3. Would you buy this camera based on the opinions of other users?
4. Would you like to have a system that searches for other web users’ opinions and
shows you them like this?
Answers to the first two questions were used to calculate the precision and recall of
the system, whereas the last two were designed to evaluate whether the system itself was
worth having.
This questionnaire was apply to 33 user-system and the following answers were obtained (see Table 4.13):
With this information, the precision was calculated using the formula defined by Salton
and Buckley, [Salton and Buckley, 1988] and which was described in Chapter 3:

P recision =

Pr
P

(4.7)
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User

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9
U10
U11
U12
U13
U14
U15
U16
U17
U18
U19
U20
U21
U22
U23
U24
U25
U27
U28
U29
U30
U31
U32
U33

no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Table 4.13: Responses given by the users to the four questions
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Where Pr is the number of successful recommendations and P is the number of recommendations carried out. In this experiment, a successful recommendation is one for which
the system users have confirmed that the recommended camera was the camera they had
requested. Bearing this in mind, Pr is calculated as the number of users who said yes
to the second question of the questionnaire (column 3 of Table 4.13). P is the number
of recommendations that were made; in this experiment there were 33 recommendations.
Using this data, the precision of the recommender system is:

P recision =

25
= 0.76
33

(4.8)

Recall is computed follows:

Recall =

Pr
PD

(4.9)

Where Pr is the number of successful recommendations and PD is the number of
possible recommendations. In this experiment, a possible recommendation is one which the
users confirmed that the recommended camera was the camera they wanted. Hence, PD
is calculated as the number of users who said yes to the first question of the questionnaire
(column 2 of Table 4.13). Thus, the recall of the recommender system is:

Recall =

25
= 0.89
28

(4.10)

Since the ratings for precision and recall are high, the recommendations were successful.
For those recommendations that were not successful, we tried to identify the reasons for
the failure. Using the information given in answer to the questions, we have identified two
reasons:
1. The system recommended a camera that they had requested, but which they did
not actually want. These are the users who said no to the first question and yes to
the second. There were 5 such cases and in each case, the system recommended the
camera that they had requested or that matched the features specified in requests.
Two of the reasons why this camera was not the one they actually wanted were a)
because the user had failed to specify some feature he/she had wanted or b) the
camera requested cost more than $ 520.
2. The system recommended a camera that the user neither wanted nor had requested.
These were the users who responded no to both the first and second question. There
were 3 such cases. Analysis showed that the system recommended the camera that
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was most similar to the one the user requested - rather than the one actually requested - because the OA rating of the requested camera was negative or it cost
more than $ 520. Another case involved the user not specifying clearly what he/she
wanted and since there was no data about what he/she wanted, the system recommended the three highest scoring cameras which were rejected. This was a one-off
case, since most of the times that a user expressed no preference and was therefore
recommended the three top cameras, the users were happy with the recommendation. Nevertheless, these are aspects to consider in future work on improving the
performance of this recommender system.
Another aspect evaluated was the importance of a system such as this that retrieves
internet-based user preference data and presents such data in a structured way which is
easily accessible, automatic, fast and simple. To do so, we used the answers given by
the system users to the third and fourth questions of the questionnaire. 82% of the users
said that they would base their purchase of a product (in this case, a digital camera) on
the opinions of other users. 94% of the users said they would like to have a system that
searched for opinions about products on the Internet. In this sense, the system would
save time searching for opinions that will help the user to decide whether or not to buy a
product.

4.7

Conclusions

This chapter proposed a novel approach to structure online information and create recommendations in recommender systems, which utilizes online consumer review comments.
The research work using reviews in a recommender system is still in its infancy. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to build a recommender system based on review comments in free form text. In [Ricci and Wietsma, 2006][Wietsma and Ricci, 2005]
the authors use the reviews to give some explanation about the recommendation of a
product. We have proposed a potentially and novel approach for the retrieval of review’s
information.
This work makes three mayor contributions:
1. An ontology to translate the information from the reviews into structured form that
is suitable for processing by the recommender system.
2. An automatic ontology mapping process using text mining techniques at a sentence
level.
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3. A ranking mechanism for prioritizing the product quality with respect to the consumer level of expertise and the rating given to some features of the product has
been developed. A set of measures such as Opinion Quality (OQ), Feature Quality
(FQ), Overall Feature Quality (OFQ) and Overall Assessment (OA) have been defined to select the relevant reviews and provide the best recommendation in response
to a user request.
In the case study, an ontology has been defined for the domain of digital camera
reviews and has been used for demonstration of the work with some examples. The
example shows that the information extracted from unstructured data contained in the
reviews can be mapped into predefined ontology using text mining techniques based on
decision rules. Experiments have shown that good results are obtained when classifying
simple and curt sentences from the review, long and complicated sentences can not been
classify into one category to them map it into the ontology, so the further work have to
address this problem. However a real case study using review about many digital cameras
have been implement. The recommendation have been evaluated resulting in good result
also. The implementation of this method allows a recommender system to use valuable
textual information for recommendation.
In conclusion, in this chapter, we have provided a new application of reviews to recommender systems. The experimental study shows that it is a promising approach. These
reviews allow us obtain ratings of products that have not been rated by a sufficient number
of consumers unstructured sources to overcome the cold start problem. Once the information have been structured is apply the methodology ACQUAINT to obtain its relevance
and trust measure to select the most relevant and trustworthy. Due to time constraint
this step will be in further work.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we present the conclusions of our research. First, we discuss the scientific
contributions made in the course of this doctoral thesis. Then, we will comment the future
studies to be made and the related lines of research for future application. Finally, we
present a list of related publications as well as the scientific collaborations involved in the
preparation of the thesis.

5.1

Summary

This thesis focuses on the field of recommender systems. In this field, there have been
many advances in research. But despite all this research, improvements need to be made
to recommender systems in order to make recommendations more effective and applicable
to real life [Adomavicius, 2005]. One of the problems that recommender systems try
to solve, whatever the method used to make recommendations, is evaluating products
that have never been bought by a user. This evaluation is made on the basis of his/her
preferences. In the case of CBF, preferences of a user are obtained from evaluations that
he/she gave for other products. In CF, his/her preferences are taken as being similar to
those of similar users. User preference data can be implicitly stored in different sources of
information. In this work, a methodology has been created to select sources with the most
suitable data for retrieving user preferences so that more effective recommendations can
be made. We have also created a method for retrieving and structuring user preferences
available on Internet.
The success of a recommendation method depends on the amount of data available
to make the evaluations. The lack of information originate the so-called ”cold start”
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problems when there is no user information to make the first recommendation and the
problem of ”Sparsity” when there is insufficient information about user preference to make
recommendations [Stuart et al., 2002].
The search for and selection of relevant and trustworthy sources that allow us to
get more user information is one of the subjects analyzed in this thesis. The suitability
of the information sources used in recommender systems has not been measured until
now. In Chapter 3, we presented the ACQUAINT methodology which uses two criteria
to select the most suitable sources: the relevance (R) and trust(T) of the sources. The
relevance is obtained base on characteristics of the sources. These characteristics must
be representative of the information required to know whether or not the sources contain
user information. The trust of a source is a value that represents the degree of success
of the recommendations made using this source in the past. Applying this methodology
in two case studies showed that the set of characteristics defined is representative of the
information contained in sources. The results obtained have shown that, recommendations
made with information from several sources - selected based on these two criteria (R and
T) - are more precise and close to the optimal result. The methodology is general and
easy to apply.
In addition to this methodology, we have also proposed a mechanism that allows us to
retrieve and structure the user information from web pages. Once this information is structured, the ACQUAINT methodology is applied. In Chapter 4, we present the mechanism
for retrieving and structuring this kind of information. This mechanism was implemented
in the acquisition of user preferences from web pages where users can introduce opinions
on particular products. Text mining techniques were used to collect the user’s preference.
The information was structured using ontologies.

5.2

Contributions

There are two main contributions that stem from this work. The first is a method to
identify and select relevant and trustworthy sources that can be used in a recommender
system, thus providing a possible solution to the problem of sparsity. The second is a
method that retrieves and structures user’s preferences.
We can subdivide these 2 main contributions into more specific contributions:
1. A set of intrinsic characteristics has been created which indicate whether or not a
source contains information that the recommenders need [Aciar et al., 2005c]
[Aciar et al., 2007a].
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2. A measure of the relevance of sources based on characteristics defined in point 1,
has been defined [Aciar et al., 2005b] [Aciar et al., 2005d].
3. A trust measure that allow us to know how trustworthy a source may be has been
applied . This measure is calculated according to the success of previous recommendations using a source [Aciar et al., 2005a].
4. An algorithm that the system uses to select from a set of candidate sources the
most relevant and trustworthy base on measures defined in previous points, has
been created [Aciar et al., 2006a].
5. A ontology to structured the user’s information from web page has been defined
[Aciar et al., 2006c] [Aciar et al., 2007b].
6. A process to map the user information into the ontology using text mining techniques
has been created [Aciar et al., 2006b] [Aciar et al., 2007b].

5.3

Future work

There are two main directions for future work in this research. The first would seek to improve or emphasize the functionalities of the proposed methodology. This includes implementing this methodology in a multiagent system utilising advantages of agent paradigm
in order to make the search for data sources fully automatic. The second, which is a little
more specific, would deal with implementing the method used to retrieved unstructured
user information. In this category, we would include the redefinition of the ontology to
retrieve information from different domains. In addition, there are aspects of this work
that could be applied to various lines of research currently worked within research group
where this thesis was developed. These possible connections are mentioned in this section.
We will now describe the work that should be done to improve the contributions made
in this thesis:

5.3.1

Applying the methodology using other information
sources

Suppose we had a scenario with many sources available - structured and unstructured.
Unstructured sources are becoming more and more available now that the Web is evolving
into the so-called Web 2.0, due to recent innovations including blogs, wikis and social
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Figure 5.1: Multi agent system to implement the methodology proposed in this PhD
thesis

networks. These recent developments make the Web more participatory, with users contributing more information and able to upload yet more personal information, such as their
experiences, hobbies, videos, etc. All this information could be useful for recommender
systems. In order for our methodology to be applied automatically, we would have to
implement a multiagent system.
An

intelligent agent

environment, that

can be

is able to do

defined as ” A computer

system, situated in some

autonomous actions in order to achieve objectives.”

[Jennings and Wooldridge, 1998]. An agent is reactive and proactive responding to the
changes produced in its environment and is collaborative due its capacity to interact with
other agents. These properties of intelligent agents make them ideal for implementing the
methodology.
Figure 5.1 shows the multiagent system that would be required to automate the
methodology and which could be implemented in a real application for a recommender
system in the Web. A first definition of this system can be found in [Aciar et al., 2005d]
[Aciar et al., 2007a].
• Source Agents: each information source is manipulated by an agent, which is the
one in charge of obtaining the characteristics of the source, calculating them using
the equations defined in Chapter 3. Source agent knows the information contained
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in its source. This agent works automatically, without human intervention.
• Unstructured Source Agents: since there may be unstructured sources, there
needs to be a special type of agent for these sources. These agents will be responsible
for obtaining and structuring the information from them. In order to structured
the information have to be applied the method proposed in Chapter 4. Due to the
complexity of the method, the source agent should be a multiagent system, composed
by various agents to address the complexity in the implementation of the method.
A more detailed analysis will be required when this part of the methodology will
be implemented. Once the unstructured sources have been structured, it will be
manipulated by a source agent as described in the previous point.
• Selector Agent: responsible for selecting the most suitable source for a recommender system. This agent employs the selection algorithm defined in Chapter 3.
In order to carry out this task, it will have to calculate the relevance and trust for
each one of the sources. In order to obtain the relevance, it requests information
about the characteristics from source agent. In order to calculate the trust, it needs
to read the result of previous recommendations using the data sources.
• Recommender System: In the Figure 5.1, the recommender system is modelled
as a black box. The system input consists of the data sources provided by the
selector agent and the output, of interest to us, is the result of the recommendations
made with these sources, this information will be used for our methodology to
calculate the trust measure. This black box could be a recommender system or
a recommender agent, or in fact, any other method of recommendation could be
used. As shown in Chapter 3, the methodology has given good results using two of
the most popular methods in the recommender systems: Content Based Filtering
(CBF) and Collaborative Filtering (CF).
These are the basic aspects that need to be taken into consideration when implementing
the methodology in a real multi-agent system, although at the moment of implementing
and due to the complexity of the application, it may be necessary to create other agents.

5.3.2

Web usage miming

The methodology could be applied using information about user access. The sources used
in this proposal are data bases containing information on users’ purchases and the web
pages where they write text, but not with data obtained regarding access or navigation of
web sites by the users.
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5.3.3

Improving the URR method

According to the method used to obtain user’s information from web page, some improvements need to be made to resolve certain issues that have arisen. For example, during the
real case experiments, it was observed that quite often in the process of text mining, there
are phrases that are complicated and cannot be classified in a particular category. These
phrases should be broken down into shorter phrases so that a good classification can be
made. One important aspect to consider is the definition of the ontology. In the particular
case of digital cameras used in these experiments, the ontology needs to be more detailed.
For example, we have only one concept to identify image quality, but this quality depends
on several other concepts such as the camera’s stabilizing system, the flash used, etc.

5.3.4

Applications in future lines of research

In addition to the work that needs to be done to resolve some of the problems encountered
while implementing our proposals, the contributions of the present thesis are related to
other lines of investigation:
• In relation to the research work whose objective is to confer an economic value to
knowledge that is exchanged by agents in a multiagent system [Carrillo et al., 2006],
the relevance of the information contained in the source can be considered as the
value of the knowledge that the source agent contains. This relevance value, R, could
serve as the exchange currency between the agents. In this way, the measurement of
relevance could be used as another way to appraise and to exchange knowledge possessed by agents, in addition to those defined by Carillo et al, [Carrillo et al., 2006].
• S. Delfin et al, [S. Delfin et al., 2006] have studied issues to do with privacy and reputation in recommender systems. Generally, each recommender agent is associated
to a user and this agent possesses information on the tastes and preferences of that
user. To deal with privacy problems, Delfin defines the concept of ”dissociation” in
which a recommender agent can be associated to several users. Since each agent can
constitute a source of user information, so we can apply our methodology to select
agents with relevant user’s information.
• And a last further line is the need to set up stable knowledge flow path among
the selected agents by R if this set agents are continuously used. This knowledge
flow path is called ”Life Pipe ”. Mechanisms to guarantee some properties such as
quality, quantity and stability of the flow have to been used. Swarm Intelligence (SI)
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could be analysed to model the interaction between these agents and to guarantee
the Life Pipe proprieties.

5.4

Related publications

The work developed for this thesis has led to two publications in journals and several
contributions to international conferences and congresses. These are listed below.
The two main contributions of this thesis have been published in the following international scientific journals:
• S. Aciar, D. Zhang, S. Simoff and J. Debenham, ”Informed Recommender: A Recommender System That Bases Recommendations on Consumer Product Reviews”.
IEEE Intelligent Systems. Special Issue on Recommender Systems - May/June 2007.
Vol. 22, No. 3, pp. 39-47
• S. Aciar, J. L. de la Rosa, M. Royo-Vela and C. Serarols-Tarrés . ”Increasing
effectiveness in e-commerce: recommendations applying intelligent agents”. International Journal of Business and Systems Research. February 2007.
There follows a list of the contributions to international conferences and congresses as
a consequence of the work carried out during this thesis:
• S. Aciar, J. L. de la Rosa and J. López Herrera. ”Information Sources Selection
Methodology for Recommender Systems Based on Intrinsic Characteristics and
Trust Measure”. AAAI’07 Workshop on Recommender Systems in e-Commerce.
Vancouver, Canada. July 2007.
• S. Aciar, J. López Herrera and J. L. de la Rosa. ”Recommendations Using Information from Selected Sources with the ISIRES Methodology”. Frontiers in Artificial
Intelligence and Applications. AI Research and Development vol. 146. pp. 258
-265. Ed. IOS Press. Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2006.
• S. Aciar, D. Zhang, S. Simoff and J. Debenham, ”Recommender System Based on
Consumer Product Reviews,” IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web
Intelligence (WI 2006 Main Conference Proceedings)(WI’06), pp. 719-723, 2006.
• S. Aciar, D. Zhang, S. Simoff and J. Debenham, ”Informed Recommender Agent:
Utilizing Consumer Product Reviews through Text Mining,” IEEE/WIC/ACM In-
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ternational Conference on Web Intelligence and Intelligent Agent Technology (WIIAT 2006 Workshops)(WI-IATW’06) pp. 37-40, 2006.
• S. Aciar, J. López Herrera and J. L. de la Rosa.”Integrating Information Sources
for Recommender Systems”. Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications AI
Research and Development vol. 131; pp. 405-412. Ed. IOS Press .Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, 2005.
• S. Aciar, J. López Herrera and J. L. de la Rosa. ”SMA para la búsqueda inteligente
de información para recomendar”, I Congreso Español de Informática, (Cedi 2005),
Simposio de Inteligencia Computacional, SICO’2005 (IEEE Computational Intelligence Society, SC) Granada, España, Septiembre, 2005.
• S. Aciar, J. López Herrera and J. L. de la Rosa. ”Identifying Information from heterogeneous and distributed information sources for recommender systems”. Fourth
Mexican International Conference on Artificial Intelligence (MICAI 2005). Mexico.
November, 2005.
• S. Aciar, J. López Herrera and J. L. de la Rosa. ”FC en un SMA para seleccionar
fuentes de información relevantes para recomendar”. XI Conferencia de la Asociación Española para la Inteligencia Artificial (caepia’05). Workshop de Inteligencia
Computacional: Aplicaciones en Marketing y Finanzas. Santiago de Compostela.
Noviembre, 2005.
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